
CHAPTER-IV 

]JACKGROUND AND VIEWS OF ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES 
AND PANCHAYAT OFFICIALS. 

Socio Economic and Political Background of Elected 
Representative~ 

One- of the major objectives of the Panchayati Raj is to develop 

_ p_roper leadership suited to the development needs who will encourage 

the rural people to come forward and become a part of the democratic 

political process. With the introduction of party-based Panchayati Raj, 

the local political system has been changed considerably. The- rural 

leaders h~ve become more and more powerful as they are the persons on 

whose support the higher leadership depends. The success of the 
\ 

Panchayati Raj -Institutions depends on the quality of leadership 

available at the grass-root level. They are the leaders who are supposed 
. -·- ~-- . 

t :, .Jo work at the grass-root level trying to bring profound . social and 
..... '!:A:/l;J;· . . .. 

, , _economic improvement through new ideas and sincere efforts. One 
··.·-~~~rnt , · . 

;_. significant indicator of democratization of the political process is to see 
I . • 

(._
1
.
1
whibh socio- economic strata of the people occupy the seats of power. 

. . Though it is not always the formal holders of power who actually wield 

·,_; 
1

p~Wet, yet it is of great significance tc/''find out as who are o~cupying the 
; } ~ ·' :__ ;- ;., . . ' •, .. \ . 

. formal seats of power. Now-a-days the elected representatives take the 
tt _,.,; 1 '·· • . ~ 

Ci·'edit of all developmental and administrative activities being carried in 
1.- _1:··:; ·, \ .... ' 

t~e village and have become the symbol of a~thority in rural areas. 
' ~ I ' • '. \ 

)"~ 
'; _ It;t Sikkim, the process of democratization has already been set in 

·'motion. ,puting the earlier days of uni•tier Bl~~k Panchayat, the elected 

't; forum_. ~ore an elitist 'look. For the first time in 1982 the Panchayats 

(inCluding women) who were popularly elected and had the support of 

the people of their area. In 1997 election, with the implementation of 
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principle of reservation, the character of panchayats of Sikkim was 

changed radically. In their efforts to get candidates in the seats reserved 

for women, Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward 

Classes, the political parties had to give nomination to a plethora of rural 

people. The new cross-section of elected representatives were comprised 

of literate and illiterate, high castes and low castes, men and women, 

tribals and non-tribals, old and young, poor and rich and experienced and 

inexperienced. Thus the elitist look of the old Panchayati Raj Institution 

could absolutely be changed. 

Against. this backdrop, the main focus of this section is to analyze 

the socio-economic and political backgrounds of elected representatives 

to determine their socio-economic status and to investigate the political 

orientation of the panchayat leaders. An attempt has been made to study 

the emerging leadership pattern in rural Sikkim with the h~lp of field 

data collected during intensive fieldwork in four Gram Panchayats of the 

four districts under study. The variables used are age, sex, caste, 

ethnicity, education, occupation, income and political party affiliation. 

Determinants for Changing Pattern of Leadership. 

Age: Age is an important variable in tJ::te study of grass-root leadership. 

Traditionally, it was the privilege of the elders to occupy important 

positions in the villages. and the village leadership remain the monopoly 

·of the village elders. Oscar Lewis writes "In the traditional pattern of 

leadership the old men were both the ceremonial and panchayat leaders. 

With the coming of education and outside employment, however, 

middle-aged educated people are being given opportunities by the older· 

people to represent them in Offices, Panchayat, School Committee, 

deputation outside the village" (Lewis: 1974). New problems of the 

society demand new leaders, who alone can grasp the problems and find 

proper remedies. Rural society is predominantly traditional and 
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conservative but the need of the time is an <;>dentation towards progress 

and change. Such changes can be initiated and promoted only by younger 

leaders who are comparatively free from the domination of custom 

(Bhargava: 1979). The present study reveals the observation of young 

leadership increasingly coming to the fore. 

The age group of panchayat leaders were divided into four 

categories ranging from below 30 to above 50 years. The four age groups 

were- below 30 years, 30 to 40 years, 40 to 50 years and above 50 years. 

The study revealed that out of the 21 elected representatives of the four 

Gram Panchayats, the majority of the panchayat representatives (66.66 

per cent) belonged to the age group of 30 to 40 years of age. Nearly an 

equal percentage (14.28 per cent) of panchayat members belonged to. the 

age group of 40 to 50 years and above 50 years. There was only one 

member below 30 years of age (see table-42). 

Table- 42 

Age Composition of Elected Representatives Under Four Gram 
Panchayats (2002) 

Age- ran~e (in yrs.) Frequency Percenta~e 

Below 30 01 04.76 

30-40 14 66.66 

40-50 03 14.29 

Above 50 03 14:29 

Total 21 100.00 

Source: Field Work 

It is evident from the above table-42 that young leaders are taking 

more interest in panchayat electiqns. Tendency to elect young leaders 

particularly in the age group of 30 to 40 years is noticeable. It shows 
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that the voters prefer people of younger generation who would be 

dynamic than the aged leaders of more than 50 years. 

Sex: In general, women all over the world participate less in politics 

which is regarded as the 'public sphere'. Though in India both the sexes 

are given equal right yet politics has primarily remained the domain of 

men. Women who participate are regarded as exceptional either at 

village level or national level. Prior to the Constitution (73rd 

Amendment) Act, 1992, a very few women participated in village 

politics in Sikkim and the majority of them came through statutory 

provision of co-option. After enactment of Amendment Act, one-third of 

the total seats in all the tiers of Panchayati Raj Institution were reserved 

for women along with posts of chairperson, as a result a large number of 

women emerged i'n 1997 panchayat election. As the state is having two

tier structure, the percentage of women representation in both the tiers 

have attained 33 per cent ·as stipulated. In the following table-43, 
I 

sexwise composition of elected representatives under four Gram 

Panchayats have been presented. 

Table- 43 

Sexwise Composition ofElected Panchayat Representatives Under Four 
Gram Panchayat. 

Gram Panchayat Sex Total 
Male(%l Female1%) Members(%) 

Kabi-Tingda 04 (066.67) 02 (33.33) 6 (100.00) 

Samdur-Tadong -··. 03 (060.00) 02 (40.00) 5 (100.00) 
-. 

Longchok-Salyangdang 
l ....... 

05 (100.00) - (00.00) 5 (100.00) 

Salghari 04 (080.00) 01 (20.00) 5 (100.00) 

Source: Field Work 

The above table-:43 indicates that out of 21 sample representatives 

from four Gram Panchayat units 5 members were women. The elected 

representatives at the Gram Panchayat level in Sikkim, ranges from 
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minimum 5 to maximum 9 members. In Kabi-Tingda Gram Panchayat of 

North district, out of six representatives two were women. In Samdur

Tadong Gram Panchayat of East district, out of 5 members, 2 were 

women and in Salghari Gram Panchayat of South district there was one 

women representative out of five members. Lungchok-Salyangdang 

Gram Panchayat of West district have cent percent male members. It was 

known from the fieldwork that these five women from four Gram 

Panchayat units have entered into grass-root politics and have occupied 

seats of power not just because of sheer reservation policy. They have 

been into politics for many years. Out of the five, two women were very 

active in women's wing of the political parties and the rest three had 

close relatives of committed political workers. It was known from the 

interview that out of this five women representatives, three won the seats 

as uncontested but in the case of rest two, they worked very hard and did 

rigorous campaign to win the election. The following table-44 gives the 

picture of seats won, contested and uncontested by male and female 

candidates in four Gram Panchayat units under study. 

Table -44 

Sexwise Gram Panchayat Members Elected Uncontested and Contested 
in Four Gram Panchayats Under Study. 

District Gram Seat won Uncontested Seat won Contested Total Members 
Panchayat Male(%) Female(%) Male(%) Female(%) (%) 

North Kabi-Tingda 03 (50.00) 1 (16.66) 1 (16.66) 1 (16.66) 06 (100.00). 

East Samdur- 03 (60.00) 1 (20.00) - (00.00) 1 (20.00) 05 (100.00) 
Tadong 

West Longchok- 05(100.00) - (00.00) - (00.00) - (00.00) 05 (100.00) 
Salyangdang 

South Salghari 04 (80.00) 1(20.00) - (00.00) - (00.00) 05 (100.00) 

Totar 15 (71.42) 3 (14.29) 1 (04.77) 2 (09.52) 21 (100.00) 

Source: Field Work 
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Caste and Ethnicity: There is widespread feeling that caste plays an 

important role in determining rural leadership. Traditionally men from 

higher castes use to head the villages. The studies conducted by M.N. 

Srinivas, Iqbal Narain and others found that in villages the socially 

influential actors often stem from higher castes, who are virtually 

superior economically, educationally and culturally as compared to 

lower castes (Srivinas: 1960; Narain: 1960). Unlike the typical Indian 

caste villages, the leadership pattern in rural Sikkim was slightly 

different as the state was under monarchical system based on feudalism 

where panchayat leadership was equally dominated by both higher and 

middle castes Nepalis as well as Lepcha and Bhutia tribals in their 

respective areas. The village leadership was not totally dominated by 

higher caste people alone as that of Indian villages. In order to discuss 

the leadership pattern at panchayat level it is, therefore, essential to find 

out as to what extent an ethnic factors play its role in determining 

leadership pattern at panchayat level. Since the Constitution of India is 

committed for development of tribal and lower castes, the Sikkim 

Panchayat Act, 1982 also had provision for nomination to panchayat to 

protect the interest of minority (Bhutia, Lepcha). After the enactment of 

the Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 1992 and conformity Sikkim 

Panchayat Act, 1993, for the first time a wide reservations were given to 

Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes in 

proportion to their population. The following two tables-45 give the 

picture of wider representation provided to the different caste groups in 

the Gram ·Panchayat election in Sikkim. 
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Table- 45 

Number of Gram Panchayat wards Reserved for Various Categories of Candidates (2002). 

District sc SC(W) ST ST(W) OBC OBC(W) UR UR(W) Total 

North - 01 064 29 006 001 - - *103 

East 15 04 051 22 046 027 072 36 273 

West 12 05 038 19 082 045 051 22 274 

South 14 02 032 18 064 031 059 35 255 

Total 41 12 185 88 198 104 182 93 905 

*Including 2 Dzumsas of Lachen and Lachung villages which are treated as Gram Panchayats. 

Source: State Election Commission, Sikkim. 
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Table- 46 

Caste Categorywise Number of Gram Panchayat Members Elected in Gram Panchayat Election (2002). 

sc SC(W) ST ST(W) OBC OBC(W) UR UR(W) Total 
District 

No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) 

North - (00.00) 01(00.99) 062(61.38) 031(30.69) 006(05.94) 001(00.99) - (00.00) - (00.00) *101(100.00) 

East 16(5.86) 04(01.46) 054(19.78) 031(11.35) 054(19.78) 031(11.35) 051(18.68) 32(11.72) 273(1 00.00) 

West 12(4.37) 05(01.82) 040(14.59) 019(6.93) 087(31.75) 046(16.78) 045(16.42) 20(07.29) 274(100.00) 

South 15(5.88) 02(00.78) 036(14.11) 020(7.84) 073(28.62) 031(12.15) 047(18.43) 31(12.15) 255(1 00.00) 

Total 43(4.76) 12(01.32) 192(21.26) 101(11.18) 220(24.36) 109(12.07) 143(15.83) 83(9.19) 903(100.00) 
- ----L~ -- -

* Excluding two Dzumsas 

Source: State Election Commission, Sikkim. 
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The tables-45 and 46 above reveal that the reservation brought a 

considerable number of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Other 

Backward Classes population in Gram Panchayat election. The 

imposition of mandatory reservation of seats in the panchayat has 

completely changed the pattern of panchayat leadership in rural Sikkim. 

The above table shows that out of· 903 Gram Panchayat representatives 

(excluding two Dzumsas) the majority of them (329 i.e. 36.43 per cent) 

belonged to the Other Backward Classes. The reasons being their 

numerical dominance in Nepali Caste Society is because of the policy 

' decision of the State Government to include almost all the middle caste 

Nepalis into Other Backward Classes (see later in table-47). 

The next dominant caste at the Gram Panchayat was scheduled 

Tribes having 293 members i.e. 32.44 per cent against the unreserved 

category mostly represented by upper and higher. caste Nepalis with 

25.02 per cent of members. The percentage of Scheduled Castes 

representatives in the total Gram Panchayat seats was 6.09 per cent as 

the population of this caste was very scanty in the State. 

With this let us analyze the caste background of the elected 

representatives of four the Gram Panchayats under study. The table-4 7 

below reveals that out of the sample representative of 21 members from 

the four Gram Panchayat units, the majority belonged to the Scheduled 

Tribe category represented by Bhutia, Lepcha, Sherpa, Limboo and 

Tamang (the last two are Nepali tribes) with 52.38 per cent followed by 

Other Backward Classes (OBC) having 23.80 per cent represented by 

Rai, Manger, Gurung, Bhujel etc. Damai (Darjee) and Majhi are the two 

Nepali Scheduled Castes. The rest three members belong to General 

Caste represented by higher caste Chhetris. On the whole, the sample 

representatives belonged to all the caste categories. Of the three major 

ethnic groups like Nepalis, Lepchas and Bhutias, the Lepchas were not 
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represented by the sample respondents as the Kabi-Tingda, Gram 

Panchayat Unit of North district selected for study from the tribal 

district was dominated by Bhutia and Sherpa tribes only. 

Table-47 

Caste Background of Gram Panchayat Members (Elected 
Representatives) Under Study (2002). 

Caste Categories Caste/Ethnic Frequency Percentage 
Background 

General Castes Bahun (Brahmin)-Nepali -- 00.00 

Chhetri (Kshatriya)- " 03 14.28 

Newar -- 00.00 

Other Backward Manger- " 01 04.76 
Classes Gurung- " 01 04.76 

Rai (Khamboos)- " 02 09.52 

Sunuwar (Khincho )- " -- 00.00 

Thami- " 00.00 --
Bhujel- " 01 04.76 

Scheduled Castes Kami (Biswakarma)- " -- 00.00 

Damai (Darjee)- " 01 04.76 

Sunar- " -- 00.00 

Sarki- " -- 00.00 

Majhi- " 01 04.76 

Scheduled Tribes * Limboo (Subba) - " 02 09.52 

* Tamang- " 01 04.76 
Bhutia- Bhutia 05 23.80 

Lepcha- Lepcha -- 00.00 

Sherpa- Sherpa 03 14.28 

Total 21 100.00 

Source: Field Work 

* Limboo and Tamang are included under S.T. Category 

Of the four Gram Panchayats selected in the state for intensive 

studies, Kabi-Tingda Gram Panchayat of North district is dominated by 
. . 

tribals wherein out of six Gram Panchayat members three are represented 
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by the members belonging to Bhutia tribe and the rest three are 

represented by Sherpa tribe. Samdur-Tadong Gram Panchayat of East 

district has five elected members. Out of which two were represented by 

Bhutia tribes, two by Other Backward Classes and the rest one by the 

General Caste. Lungchock-Salyangdang Gram Panchayat of West district 

was also having five elected members with two members from Other· 

Backward Classes category, two from General Castes and one from 

Scheduled Tribes and the fourth district under study was the South 

district. Salghari Gram Panchayat of South district was also having five 

elected members, one each from Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 

and the three belonging to Other Backward Classes. On the whole, the 

panchayat leaders in rural Sikkim were dominated by members 

belonging to Scheduled Tribes and Other Backward Classes after the 

inclusion of Limboo and Tamang in Scheduled Tribe category, followed 

by General Castes category. The Scheduled Castes representation was 

insignificant as their population in the state was meagre. Ethnically, 

Nepalis were. dominant in all the three districts except North which is 

tribal dominated wherein the panchayat leadership is in the hands of 

Bhutia, Lepcha and Sherpa tribes. 

Education: Education is considered to be one of the most important 

indicators of the quality of leadership. But· traditionally, literacy and 

education were not associated. The spread of education has made the 

people realize the importance of education. Education facilitates the 

development of progressive ideas and attitudes of human being. In order 

to ensure the proper understanding of the objectives of Panchayati Raj 

and the role of functioning as a member of the Gram Panchayat, 

education is considered to be of prime importance. The complex problem 

of Panchayati Raj and rural society demand educated leadership. 

Education is the major instrument of social change. Present scenario of 

the Panchayati Raj in Sikkim do not call for the educated and 
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experienced leaders rather it gives weightage to the castes in regard to 

selection of contestants in the panchayat election. 'Even uneducated and 

inexperienced persons get the berth in the panchayat on being selected 

on caste basis. The table-48 below represents the educational 

background of the panchayat leaders. 

Table-48 

Educational Status of Gram Panchayat Members (Elected 
Representatives) Under Study (2002) 

Educational Status Number of Members Percentage 
(Frequency) 

Illiterate 01 04.76 

Primary 05 23.80 

Secondary 09 42.85 

Sr. Secondary 04 19.04 

Graduate 02 09.52 

Post Graduate - 00.00 

Total 21 100.00 

Source: Field Work 

The above table-48 indicates that out of 21 elected representatives 

from four Gram Panchayats under study, 42.85 per cent are educated 

upto Secondary level followed by 23.80 per cent upto the Primary level. 

The representatives educated upto Sr. Secondary level are 19.04 per cent 

and upto graduate level 9.52 per cent. There is only one illiterate old 

men of 60 years who is elected for the second time. The member having 

graduation degree indicates a healthy sign. Highly educated person 

should be attracted towards the p~mchayat leadership. Comparatively 

educational level of women representatives are lower than their man 

counterparts. Only one women member out of the five, under study is 

educated upto Secondary level and the rest are educated upto Primary 

level. 
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Occupation: Panchayat representativeship is basically a non-profitable 

volunteer work however, the state of Sikkim by way of paying 

honorarium to the members, it has become a subsidiary occupation 

having their own primary occupation as the source of income for 

maintenance of family. ~occupation is another determinant of grass-root 

level leadership. The general pre-condition is that the leader should 

reside in the village and the primary occupation should not be a 

hindrance to have a leisure time to work as a panchayat representative. 

As such the primary occupation or the profession of the representation is 

another factor which plays an important role in the developmental 

progress of the village. Sikkim being an agrarian state, agriculture is the 

pre-dominant occupation of the rural people: Accordingly in the. 

beginning the rich and middle class peasants dominated the panchayats. 

Gradually the pattern of traditional leaders~ip started changing slowly 

and steadily. Presently due to the policy of reservation and also due to 

the occupational diversification in the villages, people from various 

occupational background are attracted to the seats of power. The 

following table-49 depicts the occupational background of the elected 

representatives of the four sample Gram Panchayats. 

Table- 49 

Occ-upational Background of Gram Panchayat Members 

Occupational Category Frequency Percentage 

Agriculture 12 57.14 

Government Services - 00.00 

Non-Government Services 02 09.52 

Business/Trading 04 19.04 

Housewives 03 14.28 

Total 21 100.00 

Source: Field Work 
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The above table-49 indicates that besides agriculture, which is still 

the pre-dominant occupation of the majority of panchayat leaders are 

drawn from different occupations like service in the government and 

non-government organizations, private business, housework, etc. The 

policy of reservation has encouraged and enabled the rural women too to 

occupy the seats of power. It is known from the fieldwork that out of 

five women representatives in the sampled Gram Panchayat, two are 

actively involved in party politics and social services. These women 

refuse to designate themselves as housewives as occupation as they are 

full time party workers and the party cadre help them to be elected. As 

such the household works are secondary to them. Whereas three of the 

elected women representatives have said that the household works are of 

primary importance even after being elected as women representatives. 

The panchayat activities are greatly helped by the other male members of 

the family as well as by other elected male members of the panchayat 

units. Among the male leaders, the majority of them have agriculture as 

main occupation hailing from rich and middle class farmers. There is no 

share-cropper or agriculture labourers. Two of the male members are 

doing small business and the another two are servmg m a private 

organization besides their activities in agriculture. On the whole, 

agriculture is still predominant occupation of panchayat leaders. Prior to 

enactment of 73 rd Amendment Act the leaders were hailing basically 

from rich or middle class peasants whereas after the enforcement of 

reservation system the leaders are drawn from cross section of 

occupation and status. 

Income: It is a widely shared view that economic status is a powerful 

determinant of rural leadership. Income could be a good measures of 

economic status provided they give correct figure of the income. It is 

usually not possible mainly because of evasive nature of human beings 

to disclose the real income. It is unable to assess correctly due to the 
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uncertainties and unpredictability involved in both agriculture as well in 

business persuits. However, attempts have been made to collect 

information about the income of the elected representatives and present 

in the following table-50. 

Table- 50 

Monthly Income of the Gram Panchayat Members. 

Monthly Income Frequency Percentage 
(In Rs.) 

Upto 1,000 11 52.38 

1,001-2,000 05 23.80 

2,001 - 3,000 03 14.28 

3,001 -4,000 - 00.00 

4,001 - 5,000 02 09.54 

5,000 and above - 00.00 

Total 21 100.00 

Source: Field Work 

The above table-50 reveals that monthly income of the elected 

leaders of the panchayat is divided into six groups. The majority of the 

respondents with 52.38 per cent of members belong to income group 

upto Rs. 1,000/- per month followed by members with 23.80 per cent 

under the group having income Rs. 1,0011- to Rs. 2,000/- per month. 

There are 14.28 per cent of members having monthly income ranging 

from Rs. 2,0011- to Rs. 3000/- whereas two of the members have shown 

their monthly income ranging from Rs. 4,0011- to Rs. 5,000/-. There is 

no member having monthly income in between Rs. 3,0011- toRs. 4,000/

and also Rs. 5,000/- and above. The above statistics are indicative of the 

facts that affluent persons do not take part in the panchayat activities. 
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Political Party Affiliation: The Asoke Mehta Committee Report in 1978 

had recommended open participation of political parties in panchayat 

election. The state of Sikkim opted it in 1997 panchayat elections. 

Originally it was thought by the framer of the · Constitution that 

panchayat should be free from politicization and should be based on 

consensus. Later it was realized that the village governance, which was 

tied up with the total administrative setup _of the country, can not be kept 

away from the influence of political parties. Earlier it was found that 

though the panchayat elections were held on non-political basis and 

elected representatives were not allowed to fight elections with party 

symbols yet they were associated with different political parties. 

After Sikkim Democratic Front coming into power defeating 

Sikkim Sangram Parisad in 1994, the section 129 of Sikkim Panchayat 

Act, 1993 which prohibited any person from contesting panchayat 

election with the· support of the political party was deleted in May 1997 

by an Amendment and on October 6, 1997, for the first time in the 

history, the panchayat election was held on party basis. Since then the 

Sikkim Democratic Front has been dominating the Gram and Zilla 

Panchayats as the major -force. The Sikkim Sangram Paris ad which 

dominated the political scenario of Sikkim for more than ten years lost 

its hold in Gram Panchayat election held in 1997. Since 1997 Sikkim 

Democratic Front worked hard to consolidate its position at grass-root 

level. In 2002 election again it came with landslide victory winning 834 

seats out of 903 seats of the Gram Panchayat. The following two tables-

51 and table-52 show the political affiliation of panchayat 

representatives elected in Gram Panchayat election held in 2002. 
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Table- 51 

Districtwise Total Number of Seats Won by Various Political Parties in 
Gram Panchayat Election, 2002. 

Total Seats won 
Gram Total .Sikkim Indian 

Panchayat Seats Democratic National Independent 
Front Con2ress 

North 101 095 0 06 
East 273 244 0 29 
West 274 269 0 05 
South 255 226 0 29 
Total *903 834 0 69 

Source: State Election Commission 
* Excluding two Dzumsas of Lachen and Lachung. 

Table- 52 

Districtwise Total Number of Seats Won (Uncontested and Contested) by 
Various Political Parties in Gram Panchayat Election, 2002 

Gram Total Seats Won Uncontested Seats Won Contested 
r Sikkim Indian lndepen- Sikkim Indian Indepen-

Panchayat Seats Democratic National dent Democratic National dent 
Front Con2ress Front Con2ress 

North *101 078 0 1 017 0 05 
East 273 135 0 0 109 0 29 
West 274 241 0 0 028 0 05 
South 255 177 0 0 049 0 29 
Total 903 631 0 l 203 0 68 

Source: State Election Commission, Sikkim 
* Excluding two Dzumsas of Lachen and Lachung 

It- is clear from the above two tables-51 that out of 903 Gram 

Panchayat seats, the ruling Sikkim Democratic Front has bagged as much 

as 834 seats while the independent candidates (mostly comprising of 

former staunch supporters of Sikkim Sangram Parisad) has won only 69 

seats. The Indian National Congress could not win a single seat as the 

party has no strong organization at the grass-root level. If we look at the 
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table-52, we will find that in the majority of Gram Panchayat in all the 

three districts, Sikkim Democratic Front candidates have won the seats 

as unopposed whereas in the east district where the state capital is 

located, Sikkim Democratic Front could win 109 seats out of 273 seats 

after rigorous and stiff competition with the other parties. Unlike other 

districts Sikkim Democratic Front candidates from east district has to 

face strong opposition posed by the independent candidates winning as 

much as 29 seats. In the South district an equal number i.e. 29 seats are 

bagged by the independent candidates. It is evident from the above table-

51 and table-52 that though Sikkim Democratic Front party has 

dominated the panchayat election since 1997 yet the village governance 

is not without opposition. Although there is an absence of strong 

opposition party at the grass-root level yet the fact that independent 

candidates winning 68 seats is the full proof of hidden opposition 

present at the panchayat level. 

Against this backdrop, the analysis of the political party affiliation 

of sample elected representatives have been presented in the table-53 

below. 

Table- 53 

Political (Party) Affiliation of Elected Representatives in Four Gram 
Panchayat Under Study (2002). 

Party Affiliation 
Sikkim Indian lndepen- Total 

Gram Panchayat Democratic National dent 
Front ·Congress 

No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) 

Kabi-Tingda 04 (66.67) - (0.00) 02 (03.33) 06 (100.00) 

Samdur-Tadong 05 (00.00) - (0.00) - (00.00) 05 (100.00) 

Longchok-Salyangdong 05 (00.00) - (0.00) - (00.00) 05 (100.00) 

Salghari 05 (00.00) - (0.00) - (00.00) 05 (100.00) 

Total 19 (66.67) - (0.00) 02 (33.64) 21 (100.00) 

Source: Field Work 
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From the above table-53 it is revealed that out of 21 sample 

respondents, 66.67 per cent i.e. 19 respondents are affiliated to Sikkim 

Democratic Front and two of then are supported by INC. Both of these 

respondents uphold the political ideology· of Congress (INC) party. 

Among them Mrs. Sonam Doma Sherpa has won the panchayat election 

with support of Sherpa Association affiliated to Congress and another 

male ·candidate, Mr. Pintcho Tashi Bhutia has won as independent 

candidate supported by the followers of Congress party. On the whole, in 

all the four Gram Panchayats under study, Sikkim Democratic Front is 

the dominant political party at the Gram Panchayat levels. 

Capacity Building of Elected Panchayat Representatives. 

The Article 243(G) of the Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 

1992 assigns panchayat leaders the respoJ?-sibilities of planning for 

economic development and social justice. To execute these effectively, 

development of right quality of leadership among the elected 

representative 1s imperative. The success of any development 

programmes has direct relationship with the quality of persons involve in 

implementing and executing them. Building up of quality required and 

experien,ce sharing can be ensured only through training imparted to 

them. The training develops individual's skills and improves the overall 

performance which help the local institution to work more effectively. 

Hence the capacity building of the elected representative is an urgent 

need specially for those new entrants who do not have much experience 

in their life, exposure and training. Since the panchayats are to handle 

almost all the rural development activities belonging to their panchayat 

areas, the knowledge of managerial functions, tools and techniques ·of 

handling and implementation are essential for the effectiveness and 

proper impact of the activities performed. They are also supposed to 

utilize· available resources optimumly for attaining the pre-determined 
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goal such as employment and income generation, creation of public 

health facilities, agricultural development, creation of mass awareness, 

education etc. 

Training to the elected representatives for their capacity building 

is felt mandatory in Sikkim after 1997 panchayat election which is, for 

the first time in the state, is conducted on political party basis. 

Immediately after the election, with a vtew to initiate the 

decentralization process, the Government of Sikkim transferred many 

activities of concerned development departments to the· Gram Panchayat 

and Zilla Panchayat vide notification no. 35(2)94-95/38/RDD/P(II) 

dated 13.05.1998. These direct transfer of subjects to the panchayats in 

the village and in district level has developed an excitement among the 

elected representatives as how to handle the subjects which they have 

never handled before in the past. At this juncture the State Institute of 

Rural Development (SIRD), in the absence of NGOs in the state for such 

activities, has started a massive training programme to elected panchayat 

representatives. The primary objective of the training is to make the 

panchayat representative more aware of the administrative technicalities 

to handle the subjects transferred and vested on them for supervision, 

guidance and implementation besides the knowhow of Panchayat Acts 

and the provision contained in it. . 

Different training courses (foundation/basic) are c designed for 

different categories of elected members. The ·courses designed for 

Sabhapati, Up-sabhapati and Sachiva are different from the courses 

designed for the ordinary elected members. Since the members are not 

directly involved in preparation and maintenance of accounts these 

portions are omitted and on implementation and maintenance of rural 

water supply, village foot path, etc extra importance are given. Similarly 

the Sabhapati, Up-sabhapati and Sachiva ·are asked to pay more 
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attention on maintenance of records of works· done and proper 

accountability ~hereas Zilla Panchayat members are trained to supervise 

the work done by the Gram Panchayat members and give guidance in 

case of need. The Adhakshya and Up-adhakshyas of all" the four districts 

are made aware of the technicalities of training imparted to all the three 

groups of trainees i.e. members of Gram Panchayat, Sabhapati, Up

sabhapati and Sachiva and the members of Zilla Panchayat besides 

training on plan formulation, estimates preparation and control of 

districts and guidance to the villagers for its prosperity. Preparation of 

schemes relevant to the need and development. of the district are the 

main theme of training. 

Later when such awareness training has started catching 

momentum, there are pressure from the Gram Panchayat members too to 

arrange awareness training camps for them by State Institute of Rural 

Development. The venue of training is extended to the districts as well 

as sub-divisional level. Trainings to the Trainer (TT) are organized and 

imparted to the probable resource persons available locally, specially 

from the teache'rs community and to some extent from among the 

panchayat officials posted in such areas. With the help o'f such trainers 

prepared locally a sizeable area are covered by a single training institute 

available in the state. While conducting training, reading materials in 

local language are prepared in the form of leaflets and pamphlets for 

circulation to the proposed trainees. 

The training duration according to the need are varymg from a 

single day, three days to seven days. The key areas of capacity buildings 

are: 

i) Understanding democratic values and the usefulness of local self

government, gender issues and self-reliance. 
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ii) Micro-planning, financial management do~umentation, record 

keeping, book keeping etc. 

iii) Involvement· .of panchayats m the delivery of development 

programmes.-

iv) Leadership development, development of skills on solution . of 

conflict etc. 

The training programmes have the following main objectives: 

i) Cognitive objective- Transfer of knowledge and info·rmation. 

ii) Skill objects- Transfer of skill to enable the trainees to produce the 

desired effect with accuracy, speed and economy. 

iii) Affective objective- To enable trainees to acquire right kind of 

attitude and values in handling the issues and problems they face 

in their work situation. 

Keeping in view the necessity of dissemination of appropriate 

knowledge and information to the elected representatives for enriching 

their intellectual capacity in tackling problems and to enable them to 

acquire proper attitudes and values, the training materials are divided 

into the following modules: 

i) After 73rd Amendment, the panchayats have become an institution 

of self-government at the grass-root level. Many of them still feel 

that they are mere agents and implementing agencies. This attitude 

is not' conducive to the local self-government and people's 

participation. Idea of autonomy is to be shared with and the 

. restrictions within which such autonomy can be exercised are to be 

taught. 
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ii) Panchayat leaders are to be sensitive on matters relating to socio

economic and gender equality. Transfer of knowledge and 

information on most important problem areas of rural society 

namely education, ·unemployment, health, sanitation, nutrition etc · 

are to be done. 

iii) Planning and management of existing programmes of rural 

development and implementation of ongoing programmes like 

agriculture, animal -husbandry, education, literacy, dairy 

development, family planning, fisheries development,. social 

forestry, irrigation etc. 

iv) Formulation of plan and project within the available local 

resources for the local area development with projects coming 

under the category of felt-need of the people. 

v) To make aware of the provisions contained in the Panchayat Act, 

its rules, structure and functions. Create ability to decision-making 

process in regard to collection of revenue and financial 

management etc. 

The Ministry of Rural Development extends financial assistances 

to the states in their efforts to train and create awareness among the 

elected members of panchayat functionaries. The element of support 

given by the Ministry includes the following: 

i) Expenditure on participation for training of elected representatives 

·of Panchayati Raj Institutions including awareness generation 

programmes. 

ii) Cost of accommodation for conducting training i.e. hiring charges 

of the rooms. 

iii) Expenditure on audio-visual training equipment. 
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iv) . Workshops, Seminars, awareness generation campaign on 

Panchayati Raj. 

v) Support for mobile training facilities. 

The said ministry also provides financial assistance to the Non

Government organization through Council for Advancement of People's 

Action and Rural Technology (CAPART) for conducting training and 

awareness generation programmes on Panchayati Raj. 

It is felt essential to know the view of panchayat representative in 

regard to their training and capacity building. All elected representatives 

of the four Gram Panchayat units under study are asked whether or not 

they have undergone panchayat training earlier. The response received 

are incorporated in the table-54 below. 

Table- 54 

Training Programmes Attended by Panchayat Members. 

Gram Panchayats District Level State Level Outside State 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Kabi-Tingda 06 - 02 04 - 06 
Samdur-Tadong 05 - 03 02 - 05 
Longchok-Salyangdang 05 - 03 02 01 04 

· saighari 05 - 02 03 - 05 

Total 21 - to· 11 01 20 

Source: Field Work 

It is understood from the above table-54 that all · 21 elected 

representatives from four Gram Panchayat Units have attended the 

training conducted by State Institute of Rural Development (SIRD) in 

the districts namely Mangan~ Gangtok, Gyalshing and N am chi after 2002 

elections. Out of these 21 representatives 10 representatives have also 

attended state level training conducted at State Institute of Rural 
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Development (SIRD). It is found that these 10 representatives are the 

Sabhapati, Up-sabhapati and Sachiva of different panchayat units who 

are compulsorily underwent training in State Institute of Rural 

Development (SIRD) m subjects pertaining to book keeping, 

maintenance and preparation of accounts beside the training in the 

district level along with other members of the Gram Panchayat unit. The 

rest eleven number are found to be ordinary member who were trained in 

their respective districts organized by State Institute of Rural 

Development (SIRD). 

As regards training outside the state it is not yet organized mainly, 

because the members elected are not all literate having low capacity to 

interact with the people speaking language other than local language. 

Moreover, exposure also plays a vital role in interacting with the people 

outside the state which the elected representatives are lacking behind. 

Therefore, a single participant is found to have undergone training 

outside the state in State Institute of Rural Development (SIRD), 

Kalyani, West Ben gal. 

The elected representatives are also asked to comment on whether 

or not the training is beneficial to them. The response recorded is 

reflected in the follow table-S 5. 

Table- 55 

Opinion of the Members About Training Programme 

No. of Responses Total 
Gram Panchayats Beneficial Not Beneficial Members 

(%) (%) (%) 
Kabi-Tingda 05 (83.33) 01 (16.67) 06 (100.00) 
Samdur-Tadong 04 (66.67) 01 (16.67) 05 (100.00) 
Longchok-S alyangdang 03 (50.00) 02 (33.33) 05 (100.00) 
Salghari 04 (66.67) 01 (16.67) 05 (100.00) 

Total 16 (76.19) OS (23.80) 21 (100.00) 

Source: Field Work 
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It is clear from the table-S 5 above that out of the 21 elected 

representatives interviewed in all the four panchayat . units of four 

districts under study, 16(76.19 per cent) of them responded that the 

training is beneficial to them. These elected representatives haveo been 

able to understand the subject matter taught in the training. Their 

literacy level and the exposure are considered to be upto the expectation 

of an elected members whereas the rest five members i.e. 23.80 per cent 

who have not been able to understand the utility of the subject matters 

taught to them. Such circumstances arise when the overall standard of · 

the candidate is very low to be the member of a panchayat unit however, 

since selection and nomination are done on the basis of castes, even the 

illiterate and some literate get opportunity in the panchayat. It is also 

noticed as how the weaker and backward category of people get chance 

to improve. Therefore, election on the basis of reservation are both 

advantageous and disadvantageous. 

Those who answered negatively that training is not beneficial said 

that for . effective functioning as an elected member in the panchayat 

unit, the few days' training is not sufficient and can not develop skills · 

and build up the capacity. The duration of training should be more so 

that they get ample opportunity to interact with the colleague of other 

districts attending the same training. 

On the whole, it is observed that though the trainings are being 

organized both at district as well as state levels yet the trainees' are not 

fully aware of all the information and knowledge that are required to 

work independently. Without adequate knowledge and information, they 

are to depend on bureaucrats as well as local politicians for regular 

guidance. Therefore, emphasis for arranging more trainings are required 

to be given to make the awareness level of the members at least upto the 

expectation. The trainings to some ·extent can be supplemented by 
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exposure tour inside and outside the state (States where Panchayati Raj 

Institution have been successfully working like Kerala, Andra Pradesh, 

West Bengal) so that the participants can compare and judge their 

efficiency and standard with the panchayat members outside their unit. 

Decentralized Planning and Elected Panchayat Representatives 

Planning is the process of determining the objectives of 

administrative effort and of devising the means calculate to achieve them 

(Millet: 19 S 4). Planning is complementary to implementation. It is an 

essential requirement· for the administrative process. The planning 

process is followed by implementation which is full of activities. It is an 

action oriented process which translates the dream of planning into 

physical reality. Planning is mandatory for implementation of different 

development and welfare schemes normally taken over by the panchayats, 

. in the village level. In order to encounter the problems and encourage 

the prospects of the village and to involve the beneficiaries as 

participants in the planning process a decentralized planning Is 

envisaged. 

With the enactment of Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 1992 

Gram Sabha with the voters of that area as .members was created. The 

planning of the felt need of the Gram Sabha members and its 

imp'lementation locally along with the reservation to women and weaker 

section of the people are given priority. Decentralized planning is 

entrusted in order to bring community development through the 

participation of local people with voluntary co-operation, coordination 

and contribution. In decentralized planning a gradual shift in the rural 

administrative mechanism, participatory growth in the development 

proces's, promotion of locally elected institutions and coordination 

among people of the locality is ensured. The decentralization of power 

and the role of panchayats not only empowers the rural people but also 
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enhances the democratic functioning. The members of elected 

representatives minimizes the influence of the local bureaucrats and the 

political bosses upto a great extent. Planning leads to development, the 

planning from the top leads to "imposed development and the planning 

from the grass-root level gives rise to "self-determined development": In 

such self-determined developmental projects, the local people develop a 

feeling of belongingness to the activities of elected representatives and 

they get a chance of questioning in case the elected representative does 

not function according to the expectations and aspirations of the local 

voters for achieving community welfare and development. 

Decentralization leads and gives birth to 'transfer of power'. Rajni 

Kothari says that the transfer of power by itself can not arrest the 

distortion of the development process. It is required to change the social 

context substantially. The rural poor, dispossessed, innocent and 

illiterate persons of the village are effected much by the widespread 

exploitation, hardship and inhuman condition prevailing in the society 

(Kothari: 1990). He writes "I believe it is possible to use these 

instruments, for inherent in them is a transfer of power to lower level. 

But it is also incumbent Qpon those who do this to see that this transfer 

of power to lower levels infact b-ecomes a transfer to the people ........ " 

(Kothari: 1990). 

Decentralized planning involves a process of social mobilization 

where once people embodied themselves with the culture of participation 

in the development process they n<;>t remaining merely as beneficiaries 

start insist upon the state government to continue such system. The faith 

in the system inculcates commitment to collective participation and 

empowerment of ordinary people in having and knowing their world and 

their role in the process of transformation (Dutta: 2000). Such plans are 

realistic based and can meet the immediate need of the local people 
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whose leadership IS giVen by elected representative taking into 

consideration of the local area, physical and human resources potential 

available in the local area. Direct participation of the people ·increases 

coordination among themselves and between the authorities. It makes the 

process more transparent, effective and flexible for modification when 

required. Decentralized planning can also bring end to bureaucratic 

delay, red tapism, corruption, nepotism and favourtism in the rural 

development process being managed by the elected representatives. 

The basic objective is to examine the views of the elected 

representatives in regard to decentralized planning. As decentralized 

unit, the Panchayati Raj Institutions' involvement m the planning 

process is the most significant aspects of elected representatives. 

Till 1993 the Panchayati Raj Institutions in Sikkim was mainly 

involved in implementation of state and central funded developmental 

programmes. The plan11ings were done at the state level and 

implemented through agencies appointed for the purpose. The 

Panchayati Raj institution was not authorized to undertake functions 

related to planning. Since late nineties, the state government has been 

making deliberate attempts to decentralize planning activities. For this, 

under the State Planning Board, District Planning Committees were 

constituted at district levels. The constitution of District Planning 

Committee by the states in every district in accordance with the 

provision of the Article 243 ZD of the constitution was therefore, 

considered to be a milestone in involving people and the communities in 

the decentralized planning process. 

One of the most important functions assigned to the local bodies 

under the Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 1992 was the planning for 

social and economic development. The amendment has given 
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decentralized planning a constitutional status. This is a multi leveled 

planning covering villages, blocks and districts. Decentralization enables 

a better perception of the needs of local areas, makes better decision 

making possible, gives people a greater voice for these development and 

welfare, ensures effective participation of the people, builds up self-· 

community and thereby makes rural development a self sustaining. 

Recently there has been more stress on a participatory planning process 

by involving local representatives. 

Section 127 of the Sikkim Panchayat Act, 1993 as amended by the 

Sikkim Panchayat (Amendment) Act, 1995 the Gram Panchayat and Zilla 

Panchayat will make their plans. The State. of Sikkim has also set up 

District Planning Committee in each district. The District Planning 

committee is to consolidate the plans prepared by the panchayats in the 

district and to prepare draft Development Plan for the district as a whole. 

The legislature will make law with respect to composition of the District 

Planning Committee and ensure that not less than four-fifth of the total 

number of members shall be elected from among the elected members of 

the panchayat at the district level. The Adhakshya and the District 

Development Officer who is also District Panchayat Officer by virtue of 

his posts will be Chairperson and Sachiva respectively. Other members 

are drawn from the Members of Legislative Assembly (MLA) of the 

district and District Collector. 

After consolidation of the plan prepared by the panchayat and 

recommended by the District Planning Committee, the Chairperson shall 

forward such plan to the State Government for consideration, approval 

and implementation. The annual plan thus formulated shall be binding on 

all the Gram and Zilla Panchayats. 
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Although in Sikkim, there is no planning structure constituted at 

the village level under the decentralized planning system yet each Gram 

Panchayat will prepare a statement of pressing need of the people of that 

locality. Commonly referred to as 'basic needs statement' is prepared in 

the Gram Sabha meetings by involving and consulting the beneficiaries. 

With a view to ensuring active involvement of the people not only 

m identification and formulation of· district plan but also in 

implementation and maintenance of the assets created, the Second State 

Finance Commission has recommended the constitution of Gram 

Panchayat Planning Forum in every Gram Panchayat comprising of the 

following members. 

i) All elected members of the Gram Panchayat. 

ii) One senior citizen/resident government official from each ward 

nominated by the Gram Panchayat. 

iii) One representative each from Below Poverty Level/Scheduled 

Castes /Scheduled Tribes/Other Backward Castes/Women category 

nominated by the Gram Sabha. 

The Planning Forum is not expected to prepare· a real plan but a 

comprehensive list of activities required to be undertaken- for overall 

development of its area and peo.ple. 

The comprehensive list of activities referred to as basic need 

statement thus prepared by the Forum shall be placed in the Gram Sabha 

for its thorough screening and prioritize_ schemes for implementation. 

This will next be submitted to District Planning Committee. The District 

Planning Committee may revert back the Gram Plan to the Gram 

Panchayat for its review and ratification if: 

i) the proposal is not within the financial allocation; 

ii) the proposal is not technically feasible; 
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iii) there is duplication of proposal and 

iv) the proposal violates the pronouncement of the policy already 

made by the State Government. 

The Gram Panchayat Planning Forum is the mam mechanism to 

plan and bring about co-ordination in the village programmes between 

the villages panchayat and the local communities. The constitution of 

Village Planning Forum gives unique opportunity to make the 
' 

developmental process a bottom up exerctse. It is considered as an 

essence of a real democratic panchayat. 

In the context of decentralized planning, the observation made by 

the Second Finance Commission is worth mentioning. It is observed that 

neither the Gram Panchayat nor the District Planning Committee are 

capable of preparing plans. Moreover, there is no one to monitor and 

evaluate. the various programmes implemented ·by Panchayati Raj 

Institutions. Therefore, the Commission has further suggested for the 

formation of Monitoring and Evaluation Committee in each Gram 

Panchayat with the following as members. 

i) Members of the Territorial Constituency m which the Gram 

Panchayat falls. 

ii) Sabhapatis of the Gram Panchayat. 

iii) Three senior citizens of the Gram Panchayat nominated by the 

Gram Sabha. 

iv) One official of the line department concerned nominated by the 

Secretary of Rural Management and Development Department. 

The Second Finance ·Commission has also recommended a 

planning calendar as under. 

July - The Gram Panchayat Planning Forum to prepare a list of 

activities proposed to be taken up in the subsequent 
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August 

financial year. Zilla Panchayats are required to follow the 

same. Gram Sabha to be convened to deliberate on such 

list and submission of final list to the District Planning 

Committee. 

- District Planning Committee to prepare Gram Panchayat 

and Zilla Panchayat plans and to consolidate these into 

Draft District Plan. 

September - Submission of District Plan to the State Government. 

February - Preparation of budgets of Zilla Panchayat and Gram 

Panchayat. 

March - Submission of budget to the State Government. 

This process has been designed to ensure that every reasonable 

local aspiration even at the village level is taken care of. 

Decentralization ts supposed to foster planning from below to 

enable citizens' views to give shape to an official policy. The Sikkim 

Panchayat and Municipalities (Election of members of District Planning 

Committee and manner of convening meeting) Rules, 1996 have been 

framed. In addition to this, the government has further nominated 

members to the District Planning Committee on an advisory capacity. 

They are senior citizens, intelligentsia, social workers who have 

experience in the formulation of economic and social developmental 

plans to assist in the formulation of the District and Gram Panchayat 

level plans (see Appendix ... ). Against this backdrop, the perception of 

elected representative on the effectiveness of decentralized planning 1is 

considered to be important. Hence it has been tried to present the views 

of the elected representatives and questioned them as how far the 

decentralized planning has been successful in the State of Sikkim. 
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Local level planning would be effective provided the following 

three pre-requisitives are fulfilled. 

i) A viable people's organization with dynamic leadership. 

ii) Close cooperation and co-ordination between people's institutions 

and government agencies and 

iii) Adequate knowledge and understanding of why, what and how of 

local level planning (Misra: 1983). Therefore, in this context, 

responds from elected representatives were collected· to know 

whether they really involve themselves in preparing micro-level 

planning. 

It is revealed from study that 52.3 8 per cent respondents involve 

themselves in preparing micro-level planning for the village. This 

category of elected representatives are considered to be better half of the 

panchayat members who are literate, can understand the problem and 

need of the village thoroughly and also can deliberate the same in the 

meeting. Persons with sound knowledge on the relevant subjects of the 

village can understand and interact on viliage planning. As such 52.3 8 

per cent of the elected representatives are considered to be 

understandable citizen who take care of the development of the village. 

Contrary to this 4 7.61 per cent of the elected representative have 

responded that they do not involve themselves in preparing micro-level 

planning. To discuss or to involve in planning a lot many knowledge 

about the need and resources of village are required along with ability of 

presenting the same in the form of deliberation in the meeting. This may 

not be possible with 47.61 per cent of persons having limited knowledge 

about the felt need of the locality. 

Another reason for not involving in micro-level planning is due to 

unaware of the usefulness of the village planning. Moreover, due to 
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political criteria of nomination of candidates for contesting the 

panchayat election, there are many new entrants who are young and in

experience in their life. As a result during the learning and experiencing 

period of the life they can not contribute significantly and involve 

themselves effectively in the micro-level planning process. 

The Gram Panchayat with the support of the Gram Sabha IS 

required to assist the Zilla Panchayat in preparing development plan. It 

is thought essential to know from the elected representatives whether or 

not the Gram Panchayat assist the Zilla Panchayat to prepare the 

development plan. 

It has been seen that 57.14 per cent of the respondents accepted 

that the Gram Panchayat assist the Zilla Panchayat in preparing 

development plan. Here we find that the 57.14 per cent are the litera'te 

Gram Panchayat members who are aware of the local problems and can 

suggest for its redressal duly assisting the Zilla Panchayat in preparation 

of development plan. Whereas 42.85 per cent of th_e respondents say that 

the Gram Panchayat do not assist the Zilla Panchayat for preparation of 

development plan. In other words 42.85 per cent of the elected 

representatives are not well informed about the resources and 

requirement and do not assist the Zilla Panchayat. 

Views on Power and Functions of Gram Panchayat. 

The Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 1992 vested power in the 

State Government to endow panchayats with such powers and authorities 

as may be necessary to enable them to function as institution of self

government. They are as under. 

Preparation of plans and their execution for economic development 

and social justice in relation to 29 subjects listed in the XI scheduled 
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under Article 243 G of the Constitution, Authority to levy, collect and 

appropriate taxes, duties, tolls and fees, Transfer of taxes, duties., tolls 

and fees collected by the state government to panchayats. 

The Amended Act also envisages empowerment of panchayats as 

institutions of self-government at the village level. The empowered 

panchayats are entitled to perform the following functions. 

Planning and execution of village level. public works and their 

maintenance. 

Ensuring welfare of the people at the village level including 

health, education, communal harmony, social justice particularly gender 

and caste based discrimination, dispute resolution, welfare of children 

specially the girl child. Thus the Amendment Act of the Constitution 

recognizes a fresh role the panchayat can play in pt,"omoting economic 

development and social justice and improving services for better 

community life. 

Eleventh schedule (Article 243 G) for the domain of panchayats 

includes such key functions as agriculture, irrigation, drinking water, 

poverty alleviation programmes, public distribution system, rural 

electrification, roads, primary and secondary level education, adult 

·'.-~4ucation, maintenance of community assets etc. Keeping in view the·· 
I.:. 

'-''o:,;~/provision of Eleventh schedule of the Constitution, the Sikkim 

·.ir:':qi' ·Panchayat Act, 1993 was enacted wherein power and functions of Gram 
~ .,. ' .. j 

Panchayat are provided in chapter IV, section 34 and 35. 

,, Section 34 deals with the obligatory functions of the Gram 
:..;) 1.· j:. 

··iPanchayat while section 35 deals with other discretionary functions. 
;~.· ! r 

. ·-'r-- ~Under obligatory functions, 22 subjects relating to development of 
~-ll i! . 

· ;·, village are included such as sanitation, supply of drinking water, 
If . 

;. f .. . ' 

!·" 

'·<. /. 
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maintenance, repair and construction of village roads, management and 

protection of public assets, development of agriculture, social forestry 

animal husbandry, poultry farming, fisheries development, village and 

cottage industries, co-operatives, registrations of birth and death, 

organizing voluntary labours, construction and maintenance of 

dharamsalas, supply of information to the government, control and 

administration of panchayat fund, management of public land, 

imposition, assessment and collection of taxes, fees or rates, assisting 

the Zilla Panchayat in preparing development plan etc. The other 

functions of panchayat provided under section 3 5 are to implement the 

following sections subject to availability of fund and technical support 

from the government. The other functions provided under section 3 5 

deals with subjects like education (primary, social, technical or 

vocational) health and family welfare, minor irrigation, regulation of 

fairs, melas and hats, assisting in the implementation of developmental 

schemes and land reform measures, adult education, promotion of 

plantation, rehabilitation of displaced persons, assisting the villager in 

the matter of obtaining, disbursement and repayment of state loans, field 

publicity on development and welfare activities, co-operative, 

management of resources etc. In addition to the subjects enumerated 

above, the State government is empowered to transfer or ass1gn 

additional powers and functions to the Gram Panchayat. 

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 34 of the Sikkim 

Panchayat Act, 1993, the government of Sikkim has already transferred 

the functions pertaining to various development departments to Gram 

Panchayat such as agriculture, animal husbandry, health and family 

welfare, education (including pnmary and pre-primary) rural 

development including water supply and bridges, land revenue, mmor 

irrigation, social forestry. Now every Gram Panchayat can sanction, 
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supervise and implement rural development schemes upto Rs. 3.00 lakhs 

at a time subject to availability of fund. 

Thus with the devolution of powers and functions, under 

decentralized planning, Parichayati Raj Institution namely Gram 

Panchayats are entrusted with great responsibilities of planning, 

implementation and monitoring of all rural developmental activities in 

the village, involving rural people in the decision making process. They 

are the key agent of fulfilling the felt needs and aspiration of the rural 

people for the development of villages. The Gram Panchayats are aJso 

empowered to assess the administrative and financial resources to enable 

them to discharge their duties over an assigned sets of functions 

independently. 

Against this backdrops, the functioning of Gram Panchayat in 

Sikkim in regard to the developmental activities in the village would be 

discussed. 

Development functions of the Gram Panchayats may be grouped 

into three sections as under. 

(i) The Poverty Alleviation Programme (both employment generation 

and income-generation). 

(ii) Functions Regarding Overall Development of the village and 

(iii) Social Welfare Functions. 

(i) Poverty Alleviation Programme 

The poverty alleviation programme which is one of the 

important functions of the panchayat could broadly be classified 

into two groups. The first group belongs to programmes which 

provide casual wage employment to the workers. In a country like 

India; the poor people in the village have hardly any income to 

feed themselves properly throughout the year. Providing additional 
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opportunities _for employment and income to such rural poor, 

therefore, has been an integral part of the rural development 

activities. These include Rural Manpower Programme (RMP), 

Food for Work (FFW), National Rural Employment Programme 

(NREP), Rural Landless Employment Guarantee Programme 

(RLEGP), Jowahar Rojgar Yojana (JRY), Employment Assurance 

Scheme (EAS) etc. The second group b.elongs to those programmes 

which are directed at enhancing the capabilities of the poors ·for 

self-employment. The capabilities are enhanced either by helping 

the poor to acquire productive assets or by imparting training to 

acquire skills. All the arrangement are the primary duties of the 

panchayats. Therefore, the programemes like Integrated Rural 

Development Programme (IRDP), Development of Women and 

Children in Rural Areas (DWCRA),- Training of Rural Youth for 

Self-Employment (TRYSEM) and Supply of Improved Toolkits to 

Rural Artisans (SITRA) etc fall under this group. In the following 

se,ctions we will discuss the programmes which are in operation. 

Wage-Employment Programme: 

Jawahar Rojgar Yojana. In the last year of the Seventh Five year 

Plan i.e. in 1989 two ongoing employment programme viz. 

National ·Rural Employment Programme (NREP) and Rural 

Landless Employment Guarantee Programme (RLEGP) were 

merged together into a single programme called .Jawahar Rojga:r 

Yojana (JRY). The primary objectives of this programme was to 

provide additional gainful employment for the unemployed and 

underemployed . men and women of the rural areas wherein 

panchayats had to ensure proper identification of beneficiaries. 

Apart from this it also atms at strengthening, the rural 

infrastructure by creating community assets for the direct and 

continuing benefit of the rural poor. It also envisages overall 
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improvement in the quality of life in rural areas by creating a 

positive impact on wage level. The people below the poverty line 

(BPL) are the targeted group under Jawahar Rojgar Yojana. 

Preference regarding employment is given to Scheduled Castes and 

Scheduled Tribes along with at least 30.00 per cent employment to 

women. It is a centrally sponsored scheme and the resources are 

shared with centre and the state in the nitio of 80:20 wherein 60 

per cent is required to spent on wages and 40 per cent on cost of 

materials. 

Under J awahar Roj gar Y oj ana, there are three types of works 

(a) Million Wells Scheme (MWS) (b) Indira Awaas Yojana (lAY) 

and (c) General Jawahar Rojgar Yojana (GJRY). 

(a) Million Wells Scheme (MWS)- This scheme was lunched during 

1988-89 to provide irrigation facilities to small and Marginal 

farmers belonging to Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes 

categories. From 1993-94 onwards the schemes were extended to 

non Scheduled Tribes and Scheduled Castes categories of farmers 

too to undertake construction of wells for irrigation purposes. 

Through the schemes, employment and wages were also provided 

along vvith irrigation facilities. The selection of beneficiaries, 

supervision and execution were entrusted to panchayats. 

(b) Indira Awaas Yojana (lAY) - It was originally started during 

1985-86 as a part of Rural Landless Employment Guarantee 
•, 

Programme (RLEGP). Later it became a sub-scheme of Jawahar 

Rojgar Yojana since 1989-90. It aims at providing dwelling houses 

free of cost to rural poor with special preferences to Scheduled 

Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Others belonging to below the 

poverty line. The allotment of houses was originally thought of 
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g1vmg m the name of the female member alone. Later it was 

considered to allot in the joint names of wife and husband. The 

responsibilities for proper construction were vested to the 

panchayats as well to the beneficiaries themselves in order to 

insure quality construction. Presently the construction estimates 

has been increased to Rs. 22,000/- per house in case of hill and 

. difficult areas and Rs. 20,000/- per household for plain areas. 

Emphasis was given to use the materials available locally and 

construction using local technology. The Gram Panchayat in 

Sikkim are directly involved in selection of beneficiary and 

implementation. 

As per elected panchayat representatives of one of the 

sample Gram Panchayat, Indira Awaas Yoj ana has become very 

popular as a result the targeted number of houses to be constructed 

exceeds every year since its inception in the state. The following 

table-56 reveals that 2,392 hquses were constructed during 2000-

2001 to 2002-2003 with an allocation of Rs. 490.37 laklis and 

1488 houses were upgraded at the cost of Rs. 144.84 lakhs. 

Table- 56 

House Constructed and Upgraded Under Indira Awaas Yojana 
(2000-2003) 

Sl. Name of the Year Achievement 
No. Scheme Physical Financial 

(Rs. in Lakhs) 
1 New Construction 2000-01 872 206.00 

2001-02 762 167.00 
2002-03 758 117.36 

2 Up gradation 2000-01 667 066.70 
2001-02 404 040.44 
2002-03 417 037.80 

Source: Sikkim Rural Development Agency, Gangtok, 2004. 
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(c) General Jawahar Rojgar Yojana (GJRY)- A varieties of works 

were undertaken under Jawahar Rojgar Yojana with greater 
-

tra·nsparency and people's participation through Gram Panchayats 

and Gram Sabha for the benefit of the targeted group. The 

important works taken up under Jawahar Rojgar Yojana are as 

under: Social forestry, soil and water conservation, mmor 

irrigation, flood control, drainage and water logging, construction 

and maintenance of roads, libraries, school buildings, sanitary 

latrines, Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas 

centres, community halls, panchayat ghars, anganwadis (ICDS 

centre) etc. The work taken up under Jawahar Rojgar Yojana must 

be based on the felt need of the beneficiaries. All fund available 

under this programme is spent through panchayats and the 

execution of works too is the primary responsibility of the 

panchayats. The Gram Panchayats in Sikkim are overwhelmingly 

busy in implementing such schemes. The Gram Panchayat 

maintains a register containing the names of the beneficiaries who 

need extra income from part time employment in the government's 

employment generating schemes. The selection of beneficiaries are 

·done from such register, in times of need, for execution of works. 

The Gram Panchayat also ·purchases materials required for the 

programme. 

Sampurna Gramin Rojgar Yojana (SGRY) is one of the most 

popular scheme in Sikkim. It is the specified scheme of the 

Jawahar Rojgar Yojana having almost same criteria and conditions 

for implementation except Sampurna Gramin Rojgar Yojana is 

specified and Jawahar Rojgar Yojana is general in nature. The 

important and popular schemes of Gram Panchayats are related to 

Jawahar Rojgar Yojana and with the monitory support from 
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J awahar Roj gar Y oj ana various types of important and useful 

activities are taken up in th~ village by the panchayats. 

While asking the panchayat representatives who had won the 

election held during 2002, about the types of works undertaken in 

Sampurna Gramin Rojgar Yojana schemes,· the following 

information were revealed. The Sachiva of Lungchok-Salyangdang 

Panchayat Unit of west district, one of the sample Gram 

Panchayats, informed that during 2004-2005 financial year, under 

. Sampurna Gramin Rojgar Yojana a grant of Rs. 1,12,227/- in cash 

and 54.74 quintals of food grains in kind were received by his 

panchayat which were utilized for construction of cement concrete 

footpath (CC footpath) and fencing of Gram Prasashan Kendra 

(Village Administrative Centre). Under this scheme the payment 

of wages were done both in cash arid in kind. Wages were paid at 

the rate of Rs. 30/- per day with 4 kg. of rice (calculated at the rate · 

of Rs .. 5/- per kilogram) making a total wage of Rs. SO/- per head 

per . day. During 2005-2006 the receipt under this scheme was 

Rs. 73,025/- in cash and 116.30 quintals of rice in kind. At the 

time of fieldwork it was learnt that the rate of wages had increased 

from Rs. SO/- per day to Rs. 85/- per day as well as the price of 

ri~e. The wages of Rs. 40.75 was paid in cash and 5 kg. of rice 

(calculated at the rate of Rs. 8.85 per kilogram) in kind making a 

total wages of Rs. 85/- per head per day. The labour thus available 

out of the grant received under Sampurna Gramin Rojgar Yojana 

schemes were utilized in fencing the village primary school. The 

following table-57 g1ves the detail statement of receipt,· 

expenditure and physical achievement under Sampurna Gramin 

Rojgar Yojana scheme during 2001-2003. 
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Table- 57 

Statement of Receipt, Expenditure and Physical Achievement Under 
Sampurna Gramin Rojgar Yojana (Rs. in Lakhs) 

Allocation Expenditure Mendays 
Centre State Gener-

Year Scheme Food Total Food a ted 
Grain Cash Cash Grain Cash 

(in (in 
MT) MT) 

2001-02 
SGRY I 259.60 254.00 513.60 497.62 05.97 
SGRY II 259.69 020.00 279.69 279.69 03.39 

2002-03' 
SGRY I 2040 246.88 186.00 432.88 426.88 432.88 05.77 
SGRY II 2760 270.11 134.00 404.11 358.81 404.11 04.65 

Source: Rural Management and Development Department, Government 
of Sikkim, 2004. 

Employment Assurance Scheme (EAS) originally started on 2nd 

October, 1993 in 1778 blocks of 261 districts in India. The scheme 

aimed at providing 100 days of unskilled and manual work to each 

person per year. The beneficiary must belong to Below Poverty 

Line (BPL) group and must be between the age group of 18 years 

to. 60 years. The primary objective of this scheme is to provide 

gainful employment during agriculturally lean season. Second 

objective is the creation of economic infrastructure and community 

assets. The burden of finance is shared by centre and the State 

Governments in the ratio of 80:20. The Gram Panchayats have 

been involved by way of recommending to the Zilla Panchayats the 

name of the families as prospective beneficiaries. The District 

Collectors of the respective districts are overall in-charge of the 

scheme as the implementing authority. In this capacity he is also 

responsible for allocating the works in the districts among the 

various implementing agencies and coordinating the execution. All 
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works started under Employment Assurance Scheme should be 

labour intensive. 

Under this scheme the following activities have been taken up. 

(a) Waiting sheds on the roadside. 

(b) Community godowns. 

(c) School Kitchens. 

(d) School Playground. 

(e) !CDS centres etc. 

Self-Employment Programmes: 

Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP): Integrated 

Rural Development Programme has been conceived essentially as 

an anti-poverty programme and was lunched in all the blocks of 

the country on znd October, 1980 as a major credit linked self

employment programme for alleviation of poverty in India. 

The objective of Integrated Rural Development Programme 

IS to enable identified rural poor familities to augment their 

income and cross the poverty line through acquisition of credit 

based productive assets which would provide self-employment and 

income on a sustained basis. Assistance is given in the form of 

subsidy by the government and term credit advanced by financial 

institutions viz. commercial banks, co-operatives banks and 

regional rural banks, for income generating activities in the rural 

areas. The, programrp.e is implemented in all the blocks of the 

country as a centrally sponsored scheme funded on 50:50 basis 

between the Centre and the State Governments. The target groups 

under Integrated Rural Development Programme consists of small 

and marginal farmers; agricultural labourers and rural artisans. At 
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least 50 per cent of the assisted family should be Scheduled Caste~ 

and Scheduled Tribes, 40 per cent should be women and 3 per cent 

should be physically handicapped persons. In this scheme a part of 

the money is received by the beneficiaries as loan from the bank 

which has to be repaid back while another portion is received as 

subsidy from the government through its district level agency 

called District Rural Development Agency (DRDA) herein called, 
J 

in case of Sikkim, Sikkim Rural Development Agen~y (SRDA). It 

. is established considering Sikkim as a district as regards 

developmental activities in rural areas, as the formula of which is 

based on population. 

The ceiling on subsidy payable by the Sikkim Rural 

Development Agency is Rs. · 4,000/- for general castes and 

Rs. 6,000/- for Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and physically 

handicapped persons. The local branch of the bank is supposed to 

provide repayable loans and Sikkim Rural Development Agency is 

responsible for providing the governmental subsidy to the 

beneficiari~s and also for overall supervision of the scheme. For 

identification of beneficiaries, adhoc surveys are conducted to 
' 

identify the households which are not covered by Integrated Rural 

Development Programme but are below the poverty line. 

In Sikkim the beneficiaries are mainly small and marginal 

farmers, tenants (Kuttiyadar), landless agricultural. laboureres. 

Loan is provided for all kinds of enterprises viz. ginger 

cultivation, orange rejuvenation, cardamom cultivation, vegetable 

cultivation, purchase of bullocks, milch cows, carpet weaving, 

local handicrafts etc which help the beneficiaries to raise the 

mcome. 
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. The Gram Panchayats have a great role to play in 

identification of beneficiaries from the surveyed list and also help 

the~ in availing government subsidy and bank loans. 

When enquired about the issuance of Integrated Rural 

Development Programme loans in the four Gram Panchayats under 

study, it is learnt that the Gram Panhcayat is involved in selection 

of beneficiaries which is a cumbersome process. In the process of 

selection of beneficiary the panchayats along with the officials of 

the Sikkim Rural Development Agency have to visit individual 

houses to enquire and assess as which scheme can raise the income 

of the family. For instance, if there are more energetic male 

members in the family, ~purchase of pair of bullocks is advised and 

listed in beneficiaries list. If, ·.in the other, if there are more 

working female members in the family and fodders are abundant 

milch cows _,can be the good proposal etc. A list containing the 

names of surveyed families is prepared and sent to the bank for 

sanction. The Bank in turn examines the proposal with its 

technical staff and if the propo·sal is found feasible the quantum of 

loan is sanctioned and the subsidy is released by the Sikkim Rural 

Development Agency to the bank as a part repayment of loan. The 

Sabhapti and the Sachiva of the panchayat have to take up all the 

issues in the bank as well as in the Sikkim Rural Development 

Agency. While finalizing the proposal, they are supposed to take 

into accounts the following points: (a) yearly income should be 

below Rs. 6,000/- (b) name of the beneficiary should be in the 

surveyed list (c) the proposed beneficiary should have repaid the 

earlier loan, if any (d) the candidate should have some property 

which can be mortgaged as collateral security. Till loan is 

released, proposed scheme is materialized and loan is paid back, 

the Gram Panchayat continuously assist the beneficiary to raise his 
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family income. This is how Gram Panhcayats are involved deeply 

m ratsmg the family mcome through Integrated Rural 

Development Programmes. 

Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas 

(DW<;RA): Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas 

is a central government scheme prepared with the objectives of 

raising entrepreneurship among women. It aims at improving the 

living condition of women and thereby of children through the 

provision of opportunities for self-employment and basic social 

services. The programme seeks to provide income generating skills 

and activities to poor women in rural areas. It encourages 

collective actions in the form of group activities which are better 

than individual efforts. It also seeks to encourage the habit of 

thrift and credit among poor rural women. 

Development of Women and Children m Rural Areas is a 

sub-scheme of Integrated Rural Development Programme. It was 

started in the year 1983 on a pilot basis in 50 district of India but 

now has been extended to all districts of the country. Through 

social and. economic empowerment of women, the programme 

seeks to improve the access of rural women to health, education 

safe drinking water, sanitation, nutrition etc. thereby bringing 

about an improvement in the quality of life and general well being 

of women and children. 

Women below poverty line who need proper sustenance 

through self-employment form a group of 10-15 members to take 

up economic activities suited to their skills, aptitude and local 

conditions. A revolving fund of Rs. 25,000/- is provided to each 

group. This fund is shared by the Central government, the State 
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government and UNICEF in the ratio of 40:40:20. However, the 

UNICEF support is no more in existence as it is withdrawn from 

1st January, 1996. In Sikkim the programme is funded by Central 

and State government jointly. 

The panchayat in the villages pay . a vital role m 

identification of beneficiaries, formation of groups and 

implementation of schemes. After a group is formed they initially 

work on social issues like mother and child care, nutrition, child 

health, literacy etc. Once the group is consolidated, one of them is 

selected to be the convenor of the group. The group works in a 

centre established specially. for this purpose. The lady member of 

the Gram Panchayat plays a significant role in running the centre 

and in income raising activities for. the beneficiaries. 

It was found that in all the four sample Gram Panchayats, 

women had formed Development of Women and Children in Rural 

Areas groups consisting of 10-15 members. These members are 

provided training on the schemes they had preferred suited to their 

skills and also having demand in the market. Knitting and tailoring 

were seen common in all the four sample panchayats with carpet 

weaving, candle making, orchid culture etc in particular. 

(ii) ·Functions Regarding Overall Development of Villages. 

The second groups of development function of Gram 

Panchayat includes those which deals with overall development of 

the villages. These includes sanitation, health, education, minor 

irrigation, rural water supply, village roads, rural housing, social 

forestry, land revenue, agriculture, animal husbandry etc. The 

following section deals with the discussion on the functions of 
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panchayat pertaining to overall development of villages under the 

transferred list. 

Education: 

The Government of Sikkim has transferred the management 

of primary and Pre-primary schools under the care and 

responsibilities of the panchayats. It is one of the priority sectors 

and is being done with a view to improve the level of literacy in 

general and the spread of primary education in particular. The idea 

of transferring primary education to panchayats is to_ ensure their 

direct involvement in the management of education which would 

go a long way m involving people's support in respect of the 

followings. 

(a) Mobilisation of resources for infrastructure development. 

(b) To exercise direct supervision and control of the panchayats 

over the management of the village schools which is not 

practicable by the meagre government officials. 

(c) Access over the meeting of day to day requirement of the 

school. 

(d) Encouraging and increasing the enrolment of the school 

thereby bringing down the rates of dropouts. 

(e) Ensuring the regular attendance of the teachers. 

On acquiring the additional functions of overall supervision 

of the village schools by the panchayats they have also acquired 

all discretionary powers except to appoint and transfer of teachers. 

However, they can advise the department which is considered to 

be effective.· The Gram Panchayat is required to co-ordinate the 

Zilla Pachayats in regard to Mid Day Meal programme wherein the 

main function is to check the quality and quantities of dry ration 
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(food grains) supplied to the students. In the field of adult 

education,· Gram Panchayat co-ordinate and help the state 

functionaries in literacy survey and selection of instructors.· 

Identification of potential learners by mobilizing illiterates 

villagers to attend classes in the adult education centers. The 

Sabhapatis exercise the powers vested to them in writing the 

Annual Confidential Report to evaluate the performance of the 

Head Masters and the teachers which is considered to be the major 

functions of panchayats is this respect. It is crucial for the 

panchayats to maintain the decorum of discipline and 

administration. The state government has also directed the 

panchayats to constitute School Managing Committee comprising 

of Sabhapati as Chairman, Head Master and an elderly member of 

the village as Member-Secretary and member respectively. After 

vesting the management of primary and pre-primary schools to the 

panchayats, the teachers have become more regular, attentive and 

accountable than before thereby improving the general condition 

of the schools. The dropo_uts have decreased and the enrolment is 

increased. 

Health and Family Welfare: 

The state government has already placed the management of 

Primary Health Sub-Centre (PHSC) at the disposal of the 

panchayat and Multipurpose Health Assistant is made accountable 

to Gram Panchayat. The Gram Panchayat are responsible for 

organizing health camps and awareness campaign in villages in 

coordination with the concerned -officials besides rendering 

~ssistance in imple?Ientation of Reproductive Child Health (RCH) 

programmes and programmes like prevention of communicable 

diseases. The panchayats are also responsible for collection of 

information and maintenance of records on birth and death and 
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supply of such information to the Zilla Panchayat and the State 

government. In short, the panchayats are made accountable m 

regard to overall supervision, maintenance and functioning of 

Primary Health Sub-Centre and allied services. 

Irrigation: 

Providing proper irrigation facilities hitherto being the 

responsibilities of Zilla Panchayat is henceforth instructed by the. 

government to the Gram Panchayat to take up construction and 

minor repair of minor irrigation. works upto Rs. 3.00 lakhs. The 

panchayats are not only made responsible to identify the areas for 

further construction of minor irrigation channels but are also made 

to collect the 'user charges' as prescribed by the government. 

Land Revenue: 

A few functions of the Land Revenue department have been 

transferred to panchayats. The Revenue supervision's office in the 

village which was controlled by the sub-divisional office directly 

in the past, is now controlled by the Gram Panchayat at present. 

The panchayat is empowered to spend upto Rs. 3.00 lakhs for the 

repair and maintenance of the village level official's centre. In 

case of natural calamities, the Gram Panchayat is responsible for 

temporary restoration of village roads, water supply, schools and 

religious places besides identification of beneficiaries· and 

recommendation of relief measures. While collecting research 

information, it was . also learnt that the panchayats are made 

responsible to constitute a village level relief committee of 

disaster management and to coordinate with the district for relief. 

Though the collection of Dhuri Khazana (House tax) and 'user 

· charges' for essential services and amenities are vested to the 

panchayats yet they have not been able to materialized the same 
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due to the absence of clear-cut guidelines from the concerned 

government department. 

Agriculture: 

Agriculture is the backbone of economy for the hill State of 

Sikkim. More than seve·nty five per cent of the population are 

directly or indirectly depended on agriculture and allied 

occupations. Considering its importance as a primary occupation 
I 

of the majority of rural poor, state government has transferred a 

number of functions to the Gram Panchayat. The primary office of 

the agriculture department in the village, the Village· Level 

Worker's office and its activities are transferred directly and kept 

under the supervision and control of the Gram Panchayat. Besides 

this the Gram Panchayat has to extend their help to the Zilla 

Panchayat is regard to implementation of various agriculture and 

agriculture related programmes as under: 

(a) Selection of farmers for seed production m the farmers' 

field. 

(b) Distribution and sale of manures and fertilizers. 

(c) Collection of information about infestation of crops by 

disease and pests and arrangement for plant protection 

measures. 

(d) Identification of areas in which farmers could be gtven 

training under Extension and Training programme of the 

department. 

(e) Encouragement in rejuvenation of old orchard and plantation 

of new. 

Animal Husbandry: 

Gram Panchayats are assigned and empowered to perform 

the following duties vested by the Animal Husbandry department. 
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(a) Identification of areas for prevention and control of 

diseases. 

(b) Identification of farmers requiring services of 'service bulls' 

for heard improvement and release of maintenance 

·expenditure of the bull to the caretaker. 

(c) Identificatipn of farmers for artificial insemination of cows. 

(d) Identification of beneficiaries and rendering assistance in 

the poultry, piggery and rabbit farming development 

programmes. 
' 

(e) To assist in Extension and Training programme of the 

department. 

(f) Execution of mmor works and maintenance with an 

expenditure upto Rs. 3.00 lakhs. 

The State government has transferred the stockmen's office 

and its activities to the panchayats m~king the stocknian 

accountable to the Gram Panchayat. 

Social Forestry: 

Social forestry is considered to be another major area where 

panchayats are required to pay more attention. Forest plantation in 

private fields not only meets the day to day requirement of the 

village but also increases the income by selling fuel and fodder 

thus produced. Social forestry activities were also made mandatory 

-by Government of India in schemes like Rural Landless 

Employment Gurantee Programme (RLEGP), Jawahar Rojgar 

Yojana, National Rural Employment Programme (NREP), etc. 

Presently panchayats are busy in social forestry programmes like 

Herbal Plantation and establishment of Smriti Van. · 
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Water Supply, Sanitation and Rural Bridges: 

The supply of safe drinking water in the villages is one of 

the priority sectors of the panchayats. It is learnt during collection 

of information for research studies that the number of taps for 

supply of safe drinking water have been increased many folds over 

the years and each wards have been covered. The panchayat 

representatives of the sample Gram Panchayat also informed that 

the panchayats have successfully ·implemented rural water supply 

schemes like Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme 

(ARWSP) since mid nineties. The Gram Panchayat is authorized to 

spend upto Rs. 2.00 lakhs for maintenance and repair· of water 

supply in the village.· 

Regarding sanitation it was learnt that a few low cost public 

sanitation latrines are constructed in various part of the sample 

Gram Panchayat under the supervision of the panchayats. The 

Gram Panchayat is responsible to assist the Zilla Panchayat in 

regard to selection of beneficiary as well as the implementation of 

Total Sanitation Programme (TSP). 

The Gram Panchayat are empowered to construct, maintain 

and repair the rural bridges upto Rs. 2.00 lakhs. One respondent 

stated that presently the Gram Panchayat are empowered to under 

take maintenance and minor repair of panchayat ghar, community 

centre, marketing centre, crematoriums, cement concrete footpath, 

rural bridges, community toilets and bath cubicles etc. 

Rural Housing: 

Improvement of dwelling houses is significant for rural 

development. Improvement and construction of rural houses 

encourages economic activities, generates employment 
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opportunities and creates a solid base for healthy and hygienic 

living. In rural areas it has been brought under Minimum Needs 

Programme and government grants are provided for construction 

of such houses. In all the four sample Gram Panchayats, it was 

found that low cost village houses were being constructed under 

the supervision of the panchayats. The expenditures were being 

met up out of the Indira Awaas Y oj ana funds and the houses thus 

constructed are allotted to the poorest of the poor in the village. 

(iii) Social Welfare:· 

Social welfare activities are considered to be one of· the 

· important functions of the Gram Panchayats wherein welfare is 

extended to old peoples in the village by providing old-age 

pension, widows having no support in the family are provided with 

honorarium called widow-pension, physically handicapped persons 

are rendered assistance for procurement of ·artificial limbs and 

sometime wheel chairs. The panchayats' primary duty is to 

identify the beneficiaries and types of assistance required. A· list of 

beneficiaries is prepared in this respect and is forwarded to the 

government for sanction. The implementation is done through 

panchayats. It is learnt from one of the respondents of the sample 

panchayats that they have been successfully implementing the 

National Social Assistance Programme (NSAP) since 1996. This is 

a centrally sponsored scheme designed to fulfill the Directive 

Principles contained in Article 41 and 42 of the Constitution to 

provide social assistance to· the poor families. Under this 

programme the following schemes are implemented. 

(a) National Old Age Pension (NOAP) 

(b) National Family Benefit Scheme (NFBS) 

(c) National Maternity Benefit Scheme (NMBS) 
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The elected representatives play a vital role in these schemes 

in identification of beneficiaries and rendering assistance to avail 

help available from various department. 

Welfare of children and mother IS taken up under the 

Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS). Children between 

the age of 6 months to 6 years, women between 15 years to 45 

years and pregnant mothers fall under this categories. Anganwadi 

Centres (ICDS centres) are set up in the villages at the rate of one 

centres for the population of 700 in case of general caste areas and 

1000 beneficiaries in case of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 

Tribes areas. Zilla Panchayats are responsible for the construction 

of ICDS centres whereas Gram Panchayat maintains the centres 

and supervises for its smooth running. It was revealed by one of 

the respondents during the fieldwork that Anganwadis workers and 

helpers run the centres wherein the Gram Panchayat members 

mobilizes mothers to send their children in the centres. The 

panchayats also make the mothers aware to have regular health 

check up of children and pregnant women. 

The. ac~ivities of Anganwadis are to man the primary health 

care centres, pre-pnmary education centers, non-curricular 

education centres etc and the care of pregnant and lactating 

mother. It was learnt from the Integrated Child Development 

Scheme (ICDS) workers during the field visit that the centre is 

also dealing with first aid care and Oral Rehydration Scheme 

(ORS) of Children. They also maintain records of death and birth. 

Besides all these the ICDS centres are not functioning properly in 

all the Gram Panchayats because of low salary paid to the workers 

and heavy responsibilities imposed to them. This refrain them 

from committed and dedicated service to the centre. 
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Views on Fiscal Decentralization. 

Sources of finance has already been dealt with in Chapter-III while 

discussing the· views of the Gram Sabha members on financial resources 

of the Gram Panchayats. Here we will focus our attention on how the 

elected representatives view the whole process of fiscal decentralization 

attempted in the Sikkim Panchayat Act, 1993. In this section, attempts 

would be made to highlight whether the panchayats have enough fund to 

carry on multiple task assign to them for all round development of the 

villages and whether they get timely release of fund for execution. If n,ot 

we will also discuss how are they exercising the authority conferred on· 

them by the new Act. Finally, discussion would also be carried on to the 

diverse opinion of the elected representatives in this matter and possible 

suggestions for improving the financial devolution process for 

panchayats. 

Primarily, the Panchayati Raj System can be viewed from two 

dimensions 1.e. political and economic. Since the inception of the 

Panchayati Raj Institution, there has been · political decentralization 

through devolution of powers, primarily to carry out development 

programmes at grass root levels. Contrary to this, economic 

decentralization has not taken place in true sense because most of the 

rural development programmes in Sikkim are being carried out either 

through central fund or through implementation of centrally sponsored 

schemes. The Panchayati Raj Institution has to act according to the 

direction receivable from the higher authorities regarding fiscal 

utilization. In decentralization, the economic dimension is considered to . . 
be important as it is essential for effective functioning of the Panchayati 

Raj Institution. Let us, therefore, examine the whole process of financial 

devolution perceived by the sample representatives. 
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In conformity with the Article 243 H of the Constitution, State 

Legislature may, by law-

(a) authorize a panchayat to levy, collect and appropriate such taxes, 

duties, tolls and fees in accordance with such procedure and 

subject to such limits; 

(b) assign to a panchayat such taxes, duties, tolls and fees levied and 

collected by the State Government for such purposes and subject 

to such conditions and limits; 

(c) provide for making such grant-in-aid to the panchayats from the 

Consolidated Fund of the State; and 

(d) provide for constitution of such Funds for crediting all money 

received, respectively, by or on behalf of the panchayats and also 

for the withdrawal of such moneys therefrom. 

In confirmity with the Article 243 I of the Constitution, the 
' Government of Sikkim has already constituted State Finance 

Commission for reviewing and recommending the finances of Panchayati 

Raj Institution. As mentioned earlier, the Gram Panchayat funds 

comprises of the following. 

(a) Grants from the· State Government (establishment grants and 

grants for development expenditure). 

(b) Grants from the Union Government. 

(c) Mobilisation of internal resources. 

(d) Market borrowing (loan etc.). 

Self-sufficiency and fiscal autonomy are of primary importance for 

the proper functioning of Panchayati Raj Institution. The underlying 

logic of the 73rd and 74th Amen~ment of the Constitution is to ensure the 

allocation of fund and providing finance to panchayats from all three 
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levels i.e. Union Government, State Government and Local Self

Government. 

During the last five years, the Government of Sikkim has 

undertaken several measures to strengthen the financial position of the 

panchayats. As discussed earlier in chapter-III, the State Government has 

already released grants for developmental and administrative purposes to 

Panchayati Raj Institution. As per the recommendation of the State 

Finance Commission, grants for development purposes have already 

been released under Eleventh Finance Commission. 

In this context, in order to judge the awareness level of the 

panchayats in regard to raising of fund and its sources, several questions 

were put to the elected representatives. The sample respondents 

responses regarding income of the Gram Panchayat and the sources of 

funds were as follows. 

(i) Grants from the State Government for administrative and 

developmental purposes. 

(ii) Grants from Central Government for implementation of centrally 

sponsored schemes. 

(iii) Grants released by Eleventh Finance Commission to take up 

specified items. 

It is worth noting that none of the respondents mentioned anything 

about the panchayat funds being raised through levying taxes etc in 

accordance with the provision provided in the Act, 1993. They have not 

failed to mention that after decentralization, a huge amounts of funds are 

being flown to the panchayat to take up varieties of activities which 

never make them to realise raising of panchayat funds through collection 

by levying taxes etc. 
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The funds being received from the Central Government for 

implementation of Jowahar Rojgar Yojana (JRY), Training of Rural 

Youth for Self Employment (TR YSEM), Employment Assurance Scheme 

(EAS), Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas (DWCRA) 

etc have already been discussed in previous chapters as such does not 

require further elaboration but as regards fiscal autonomy of the . 

panchayats in regards to implementation of projects, the response was 

negative. The panchayats have no autonomy to divert or utilize the fund 

according to their wishes and requirement as detail guidelines for uses of 

fund are already framed and circulated for compliance by the 

Government of India. 

In order to know the views of the panchayats in regard to adequacy 

of fund hitherto being received, several questions were asked and the 

response received are recorded in foregoing paragraphs. The table-58 
' 

indicates that 71.42 per cent of the respondents responses that the 

quantum of funds being received presently are adequate and is in 

confirmity with the demand of fund. They are also satisfied with the 

existing funding pattern and the quantum of fund received is sufficient to 

take up activities assign to them. Iri · other words, the capabilities of 

panchayats for visualizing new programmes and taking up new avenues 

are below the average as such they are satisfied on what they get. 

Considering incapabilities of the panchayats the State Government has 

also not issued sufficient guidelines on tax-raising power, which may, 

due to ignorance of the illiterate and inexperienced panchayats, lead to 

financial mishap. 

A small number of 23.80 per cent of respondents responded that 

the fund available is not adequate to build up infrastructure and take up 

minimum needs of the village viz. proper roads, optimum health care, 

sufficient electricity, regular and safe drinking water, proper education 
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facilities etc. This category of elected representatives belongs to aware 
' 

groups who are fairly educated and exposed persons who can think 

beyond the grants and within their requirements. 

Table- 58 

Adequacy of Fund Transferred to the Gram Panchayats. 

Opinion 
Gram Panchayats Adequate Inadequate Don't Know 

No.(%) No.(%). No.(%) 

Kabi-Tingda 04 (66.66) 01 (16.66) 01 (16.66) 

Samdur-Tadong 04 (80.00) 01 (20.00) - (00.00) 

Longchok-Salyangdang 04 (80.00) 01 (20.00) - (00.00) 

Salghari 03 (60.00) 02 (40.00) - (00.00) 

Total 15 (71.42) 05 (23.80) 01 (04.76) 

Source: Field Work 

The group of the elected representatives who are not satisfied with 

quantum of fund transferred and the half hearted attention paid by 

certain development department for the welfare and development of the 

village, feel that such inadequacy and untimely. transfer of fund with 

negligible effort of some of the departments for development of village 

will take a long . way to improve the economic condition of the rural 

poor. They also expressed that the prevailing pattern of assistance from 

the government will not allow them to perform the duties assigned to by 

the Constitution. 

If we analyse the amounts of fund transferred by the vanous 

departments during 2003-2004 in the table-59 below, we may ascertain 

the lapses of the State Government. 
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Table- 59 

Statement of Fund Transferred to Gram and Zilla Panchayat by Different 
Department (2003-2004) 

Sl. ·Department Gram Panchayat Zilla Panchayat 
No. (Rs. in Lakhs) (Rs. in Lakh 

1 Animal Husbandry 00.00 12.00 

2 Horticulture 06.00 06.00 

3 Agriculture 01.00 06.30 

4 Industry 00.00 20.00 

5 Irrigation 01.00 02.58 

6 Rural Management & 35.00 102.80 
Dev. Department 

7 Education 12.00 10.00 

8 Health 30.00 00.00 

Source: Rural Management and Dev. Department, Sikkim 

It is revealed from the above table-59 that departments of Animal 

Husbandry and Industry has not contributed to panchayat any fund to 

take up development activities whereas Agricul,ture and Irrigation has 

transferred Rs. 1.00 lakhs each. The Horticulture Department has 

transferred Rs. 6.00 lakhs each to Gram and Zilla Panchayats. The Rural 

Management and Development department has given maximum of 

Rs. 35.00 lakhs as compared with other departments but if we compare 

with the Zilla Panchayat it is not so. This is followed by Health 

department with transfer of Rs. 30.00 lakhs and by Education department 

with Rs. 12.00 lakhs. 

It is clear from the above table-59 that some of the departments 

did not feel it essential to transfer fund to Gram Panchayat. 
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Table- 60 

Appropriate Time in Receiving Grant from the Government 

No. of Re~onses Total 
Gram Panchayats Yes No 

No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) 

Kabi-Tingda 04 (66.67) 02 (33.33) 06 (100.00) 

Samdur-Tadong 03 (60.00) 02 (40.00) 05 (100.00) 

Longchok-Salyangdang 04 (80.00) 01 (20.00) 05 (100.00) 

Salghari 03 (60.00) 02 (40.00) 05 (100.00) 

Total 14 (66.67) 07 (33.33) 21 (100.00) 

Source: Field Work 

The above table-60 reveals that whether or not the receipt of grant 

from the government is within the expected time. The question asked to 

the sample representatives was whether or not they receive timely help 

from the government. 66.67 per cent of the respondents responses that 

there is timely release of fund for the developmental activities. With the 

process of democratic decentralization effected through enactment of 

, 73rd Amendment Act, the timely release of fund is not the problem. Prior 

to decentralization out of 100 only 70.00 per cent of the fund used to 

reach to the targeted group due to redtapism, corruption and with much 

of harassment to the elected representative. They also retaliate that the 

funds under centrally sponsored schemes are directly credited in the 

accounts of the panchayats not giving any chance for redtapism. On the 

other hand, 33.33 per cent respondents said that they do not get financial 

help in time from the government. Delay and disagree to release fund in 

time in the government offices still prevails. Though the fund is directly 
/ 

credited in the panchayat' s accounts yet the fund, from Government of 

India, has to come across many bureaucratic huddles as the same is to be 
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divided into districts and to Gram Panchayat units before crediting the 

same in the unit's accounts. 

When the Sachiva of Kabi-Tingda Gram Panchayat Unit was asked 

as how the Grant-in-aid of Rs. 10.00 lakhs received from Rural 

Management and Development department is spent. In response a 

statement depicting the details of itemwise allotment of fund and the 

balance remained at the time of collection of information was forwarded 

which is reflected herebelow in table-61. 

Table- 61 

Statement Depicting the Details of Sectoral Allocation of Fund Received 
from Rural Management and Development Department and Utilization 

During 2004-05. 

Sl. ., Sectors Allotment Utilization 
No. (Rs. in Lakhs) (Rs. in Lakhs) 
1. Maintenance and Minor Repair 

(a) Repair ofRWSS at Gairi Ward ·00.75 0.745 
(b) Source development work at Gairi 00.75 0.744 

Ward. 
2. Forest Sector 

(a) Social Forestry Plantation Work at 
Kabi, Rongpa and Tingmo villages. 01.00 01.00 

(b) Herbal Garden construction of herbal 
garden at Tingda and Gairi villages. 01.00 01.00 

(c) Smriti Van-Fencing Work at Kabi 
village. 01.00 01.00 

3. Cottage Industry- 03.00 03.00 
Supply of handl'oom, woolen yarn and 
timber wood of chap. 

4. Social Welfare- 01.00 01.00 
Construction of ICDS centre at Rongpa 
village. 

5. Miscellaneous- 01.50 01.50 
(a) Purchase of furniture 

I 

(b) construction of cement concrete foot -
path from National Highway to Kalzang 
Gyatsho Secondary School. 

Source: Grain Panchayat Office. 
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The operational success of the decentralization process is 

depended to a large extent on the efficient functioning of the Gram 

Panchayat. To strengthen the Panchayati Raj Institution, it is important 

to give them fiscal autonomy to some extent. 

It was surprising to . note that though the Constitution has 

empowered the panchayats to raise their income by way of levying taxes 

yet they have not done so due to the reasons already mentioned in the 

previous chapters. 

The table-62 below presents the views of elected representative on 

the limitation and possible suggestion for improving the financial 

devolution process for panchayats. 

Table- 62 

Views of Elected Representative on Financial Devolution 

Views (in their own words) 

);.> Regarding utilization of power of taxation, the State Government 

should take immediate steps to issue clear-cut guidelines to the 

panchayats. 

);.> Powers for taxation are not prescribed in a proper way. 

);.> Recommendation of State Finance Commission regarding the 

collection of local taxes, fees, user charges etc should immediately 

be operationalised. 

Cent percent fund allotted do not reach to the Gram Panchayat due 

to persons in between with vested i~terest. 

Rights over local natural resources should be g1ven to the 

panchayats so that the revenue earned out of these becomes a 

suppl~ment to the grant received from the government which 

makes panchayat less dependent on government. 
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Elected representative should be made more aware about the 

potential sources of income from local resources. 

Government should try to encourage Gram Sabha members to 

contribute (in cash or in kind) towards the development works. 

This will create a sense of importance among villagers. 

Panchayat leaders should try to convince the villagers that 

whatever they collect will be spent for further development of 

villages. 

);:.. Tax imposition is a political problem. 

);:.. Powers for realization of tax should be defined very clearly m 

order to avoid overlapping with Zilla Panchayats. 

The extent of fiscal decentralization through the empowerment of 

the Panchayati Raj Institution has been very limited. Fiscal autonomy of 

these institution are far from adequacy because basically they have no 

nscal power other than to depend on Government grant. In the field of 

internal revenue mobilization, Gram Panchayats have not shown any 

remarkable performance so far. The raising of fund by way of collection 

of taxes have failed due to the reasons mentioned in the previous 

chapter. Apparently no possibilities are visible for improvement of the 

performance of the elected representatives in regard to raising their own 

source of income other then to depend on the government grant. 

Empowerment of Women and Participation. 

Women constitute almost half of the total population and without 

whose participation it IS impossible to bring about successful 

participatory democracy and hence women's empowerment and 

participation is being studied separately. Democratic decentralization 

would be rendered meaningless unless gender equality is ensured. The 

pace of development in the society would be slow if women constituting 
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half of the population are not facilitated to participate in the 

development process. The panchayat can not stand the test of success 

without adequate participation of women. 

The Constitution (73rd Amendment) Act, 1992 may be considered 

as watershed in the history of the state's initiatives in regard to political 

empowerment of rural women. The Amendment Act is a landmark since 

its objectives are to empower women by creating 33 per cent reservation 

of seats. For the first time in the history of Indian polity, it has provided 

the minimum number· of seats and political offices in the panchayats for 

the women. The Clause (3) of Article 243 D inserted in the Indian 

Constitution by· the 73rd Amendment Act provides that "not less than 

one-third (including the number of seats reserved for women belonging 

to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) of the total number of 

seats to be filled· by direct election in every panchayat shall be reserved 

for women and such seats may be allotted by rotation to different 

constituencies in the panchayat". Similarly the Clause (2) of the article 

provides that "not less than one-third of the total numbers of seats 

reserved (for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes) shall be 

reserved for women belonging to the Scheduled Castes or Scheduled 

Tribe". Moreover, the provision under the clause (4) of the said Article 

which deals with reservation of offices of the Chairpersons in the 

panchayats for the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Women 

stipulates that not less than one-third of the totaJr,number of offices of 

the Chairperson in the panchyats of each level shall be ·reserved for 

women. 

Prior to passing of the 73rd Amendment Act, the representation for 

women in the Panchayati Raj Institution remained quite negligible as 

there was no provision of reservation of seats for women in the 
' 

' panchayats. The states were to make provisions for this purpose as per 
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their wishes. Many states provided for having at least one women in each 

panchayat. Earlier political activities remained the reserved area of the 

manfolk in the villages. Since 73rd Amendment to the Constitution took a 

positive steps towards women's representations, there is a need to 

examine as how far it could bring about worthwhile change in women's 

participation. In the earlier days when women's reservation was not 

constitutionally binding, their participation used to be very low. It was 

uncommon for women to file nomination and to contest panchayat 

election as rural politics was totally monopolized by male members. As 

per the provision of the Sikkim Panchayt Act, 1982, one woman was 

supposed to be nominated to the Gram Panchayat provided they were 

otherwise unrepresentated in the normal process. Secondly in some cases. 

there was no nomination of women. In 1982 Gram Panchayat elections in 

Sikkim, women's representation was as under in the table-63. 

Table- 63 

Districtwise Elected and Co-opted Women Panchayat Members in Gram 
Panchayat Election, 1982. 

NumberofWomen Gram 
District Panchayat Members 

Elected Co-opted 

North - 16 

East 15 29 

West 03 44 

South 02 41 
Total 20 130 

Source: Sikkim Government Gazettee, Gangtok, No. 13, July 28, 1983 

In is revealed from the above table-63 that the number of elected 

women representatives were meagre as compared to co-opted members. 

It is very interesting to note that 75% of the elected women 

representatives were from east district alone where the state capital IS 
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situated. The better educational facilities and greater exposure to state 

politics may be the reason for higher percentage of ~lected women 

representatives in the east district. Women of this district are politically 

more conscious resulting better performance as compared to the women 

of other districts. 

Incorporating the prov.ision of the Constitution (73rd Amendment) 

Act, 1992 the State of Sikkim enacted Sikkim Panchayat Act, 1993. This 

act aims at decentralizations of powers and removing of gender 

inbalances. The significance of the Act can be seen from the facts that 

the numbers of women members in politics at the grass-root level is now 

increased significantly than in the past. 

The provision of this Act provides for reservation of not less than 

one-third (including the number of seats reserved for women belonging 

to Scheduled Caste and Scheduled tribes) of the total number of seats to 

be filled by direct election in every Gram Panchayat shall be reserved 

for women and such seats may be allotted by rotation to different wards, 

in a Gram Panchayat in such manner as the Government of Sikkim may, 

by notification, from time to time, specify [Sikkim Panchayat act, 1993, 

section 13 (7)]. The Act 1993 further states that seats shall be reserved 

for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in proportion to· their 

population in every Gram Panchayat unit out of which one-third seats 

shall be constituted by the women of those communities. Section 17 2(b) 

states "not less than one-third of the total number of offices of Sabhapati 

and Up-sabhapati of the Gram Panchayat of the district shall be reserved 

for Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Women." Panchayat election 

of 1997 was held in accordance to this provision. Accordingly the 
' 

women representative increased by. a big margin which can be seen in 

the following table-64. 
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Table-64 

Representation of Women in Gram Panchayat and Zilla Panchayat in 
Sikkim (2002). 

%of Total Women %of 
Tiers Total Women Women Chair- Chair- Women 

Members Members Members persons persons Chair-
person 

Gram * 903 305 33.77 166 56 33.73 
Panchayat 
Zilla 

* 98 30 30.61 4 1 25.00 
Panchayat 

* Excluding 2 Dzumsa of Lachen and Lachung Villages. 

Source: State Election Commission, 2002. 

It is clear from the above table-64 that there were 305 women 

members of the Gram Panchayat representing 33.77 per cent of the total 

number of panchayat members in the state and out of 166 numbers of 

Chairpersons there were 56 women Chairpersons representing 33.73 per 

cent of the total Chairpersons. There was one women Adhakshya out of 

four Adhakshyas in the four districts comprising 25 per cent of women's 

representation in the districts too. It is evident that due to reservation the 
I 

women came into political powers as compared to the periods before 

reservation wherein the representation of women was nothing but 

nominal. 

During the course of the field study twenty such women panchayat 

representatives (including one Sabhapati and Four women members of 

the Gram Panchayat Unit selected for study) have been found. Most of 

these women are quite aware and articulate except a few with very low 

level of educational background. The majority are found to be aware of 

their rights, aware of local issues, local problems and local political. 

Contrary to the _common perception, they are quite aware of their duties 

responsibilities and rights and are found to be quite bold and confident 
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on their works. Besides state government's serious concerns to make the 

panchayat representatives aware of their social liabilities and 

responsibilities of by way of imparting regular training, separate 

trainings for women alone are also arranged for their exposure and 

awareness in regard to issues like health, nutrition, sanitation child and 

family welfare problems. The training also includes awareness of old age 

and social securities, environmental degradation and benefits of social 

forestry. However, there are sev.eral obstacles explained below for their 

independent and effective functioning. 

i) Attitudinal problem is considered to be one of the main obstacles. 

In rural society politics is still considered as subject matter of the 

male members. Showing interest or discussing politics are still 

considered unfeminine. Therefore, women are neither encouraged 

nor get support from the family to participate in politics. 

ii) Economic problems are considered to be the second mam 

obstacles. Women in villages play a direct role in earning to 

support their families. Most of them extend helping hands to their 

husbands and other members of the family in the field of 

agriculture in earning their living. In some families they are the 

main bread-earner. Besides being an earning members in the 

family, they are supposed to look after the household affairs such 

as cooking and feeding male members. In addition to earning for 

living, and shouldering the responsibil_ities of household activities, 

they are to compulsorily carry on the burden of child bearing and 

child rearing. However, women carry on their responsibilities with 

pride and occupies the position of an important member in the 

family. They have less time to indulge in active politics. 

iii) Panchayats are based on politics and the expe~tation of loyality 

towards the political party is another obstacle for an elective 

representative to work independently. Though this factor is 
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common to both male and female representatives yet the political 

influence in the activities of the women panchayat members never 

allows to work independently so much so in case of differences 

and disputes over the matters concerned with panchayats, the 

decision of the political bosses becomes final. This deep rooted 

politics is another obstacle for independent working for women. 

iv) Women's access to education, which is still restricted, is an 

effective instrument of empowerment. Illiteracy and · lack of 

education are the impediments resulting most of the women of 

remote and inaccessible areas have not been able to carry on their 

role and responsibilities effectively. 

v) Lack of experience is considered to be another obstacles that the 

women are facing. Barring a few, the majority of women who are 

elected during 2002 election are new entrants in Panchayati Raj 

system without any experience as elected representative in the 

past. Though the state government is paying more attention to 

train the elected representatives yet more training are considered 

to be imparted to women candidates separately in order to develop 

more confidence on the functioning as panchayat representative. In 

such cases a lady trainer is considered to be appropriate. NGOs 

can also be encouraged to conduct courses on capacity building. 

Despite the constraints, the upsurge of women's power and 

participation in the Panchayati Raj is noticeable. Women have 

started asserting themselves leading to new kind of situation in the 

society. The situation is surely changing for the better. Thus 

during the last ten years of Panchayti Raj governance there has 

been path-breaking opportunities for rural women to occupy 

position in decision-making process. 

In the midst of many unsupportive factors and forces, women have 

lo.oked for supportive opportunities and are move forward to demonstrate · 
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their capacities and ability to hold such position in the panchayat as well 

in the society as a whole. This can aptly be illustrated in the case of Mrs. 

Sonam Doma Sherpa and Mrs. Kima Sherpa of Kabi-Tingda of Gram 

Panchayat Unit of North District. During the course of field works these 

representatives mentioned that they hardly get adequate time to involve 

themselves in panchayat activities. Thes.e Sherpa tribes women have to 

shoulder triple responsibilities of bread-earning, household affairs and 

panchayat activities. Since both of them are marginal farmers having no 

capacity to hire agriculture laboures, have to work in the field to attend 

all agricultural operations. Moreover, Mrs. Kima Sherpa, a widow, with 

three sons is the main bread earner in the family, supplemented by one 

of the married sons. No one in the family members are in the regular 

government job. Both the representatives were elected, for the first time, 

in 2002 elections on reserved seats for Scheduled Tribe Women. Kima 

was elected on Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) party ticket while Sonam 

won independently defeating Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) candidates 

Mrs. Phu Doma Lepcha with the support of Sherpa Association. She won 

the election with great difficulties to prove that the ruling party had done 

wrong choice for the selection of the candidate against the aspiration, 

expectation and liking of the voters. She is popular with lot of social 

works done in the village. It is learnt during the interview that the 

village people have really appreciated the work done by these two tribal 

women who have education only upto primary level. It is also known 

during the fieldwork that these two women are actively involved in the 

formation of Women's Self Help Group (SHG) in their respective wards 

and these Self Help Groups (SHGs) are doing commendable job on /J 
employment and income generating activities. One of the factors for 

their active involvement in panchayats activities is due to the support 

and co-operation extended by the village people as these two wards are 

dominated by a single Sherpa tribes. The women elected representatives_ 
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also mentioned that the existence of Gyapen (a traditional panchayat) 

side by side with the statutory panchayat has greatly helped and lighten 

the responsibilities. Every year during winter the village people 

assembl~ in the local Gumpa and select the Gyapen with consensus. This 

Gyapen normally deals with socio-religious type of problems in the 

village and hands over the problems to the panchayats only when it 

becomes unable to solve by himself. 

In Samdur-Tadong Gram Panchayat, the Sabhapati, Mrs. Chumki 

Bhutia was elected unopposed in the Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) 

tickets during 2002 election. Her dedication to social work and village 

development activities during the last tenure (1997-2002) as ordinary 

member had been able to draw the sympathy and support of the local 

people as a result she was elected unopposed. As per her the Gram 

Sabha member through dedication can rise up in their political ladder. 

The second women candidate in this Gram Panchayat unit was Mrs. Uma 

Devi Chhetri who had won the election in Sikkim Democratic Front 

(SDF) tickets defeating the only independent candidate. 

All the women members of the sample villages have said that 

initially they used to feel embarrassed and shy while attending Gram 

Panchayat meetings and addressing Gram Sabha meetings. After 

becoming the members of the panchayat slowly the people have started 

approaching. them for their help and support which have· gave them 

encouragement and strength to overcome the uneasiness to be a leaders. 

In conclusion, we can say that it is not enough to have more 

member of women candidates in Panchayati Raj Institution through 

reservation of seats unless they use their presence for betterment of the 

women's lot. Women may become organized if more and more of them 

enter the political arena, not only as elected representatives but also as 
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an enthusiastic and responsible citizens taking keen interest regularly in 

Gram Sabha. It is learnt that the presence of women in Gram Sabha 

meetings are satisfactory. It is hoped that in near future when women 

representativ.e become natural phenomenon, they will be able to perform 

their duties and responsibilities in effective manner with the support of 

experience they gather over the years. 

Relationship Between Elected Panchayat Representatives and 
Panchayat Officials. 

The effective functioning of the Panchayati Raj Institution 

depends on good working relationship between elected panchayat 

representatives and panchayat officials. This topic has relevancy to 

discuss both institutional performance and participation. Writing on this 

aspect of Panchayati Raj, Maddick (1970) observed: one of the most 

difficult questions in connection with a new local government system is 

what relationship should exist between officials and non-officials. 

Ideally, the relationship should be one of the popular leadership and the 

interpretation of the popular will by the elected and co-opted 

representatives advising and counselling the officials with whom must 

rest the execution of the policy finally adopted. Gaikwad ( 1969) while 

observing on the effects of implementation of democratic 

decentralization pointed out that- (a) it has brought together for the first 
J 

time, two divergent sets of people, the elected representatives of the 

people and the government servants in an active association of 

unprecedented dimension and scope; (b) it has raised expectation m 

peoples' mind of radical change in the roles of government servants and 

in their attitudes and behaviour. 

In this new context, both the administrators and the elected 

representatives are supp~sed to work on equal footing. It is expected that 

officials would act as adviser and educators without giving up their 
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integrity and impartiality. But vanous studies show that genume 

problems have been cropping up in the relationship between the elected 

representatives and officials. In brief, difficulties have stemmed out of 

the following situation- (a) the panchayat officials have to act under high 

pressure exerted by political and other interest groups within the 

panchayats; (b) the respective attitude and approaches of administrators 

and newly elected representatives have been largely incompatible. 

Gaikwad (1970) observed that the tension between the two sets of 
. -

functionaries is mainly due to the stress and strain created by sudden 

debureaucratization with corresponding loss of power and authority of 

the bureaucrats. 

Panchayati Raj has resulted in the transfer of important powers 

and functions from the officials to elected representatives of the people. 

As a result of debureaucratization and creation of parallel hierarchies of 

authority, there is a clear erosion in the prerogatives, powers and 

privileges of the officials. The conflict between these two sets of 

functionaries anses mainly because 'of diverse socio-economic 

background, the elected representatives are not adequately educated and 

are from rural background while the panchayat officials are properly 

educated and are mostly from semi-urban and urban areas. Under the 

new system of democratic decentralization, it is a question of mental 

adjustment to new environment to the officials to imbibe a democratic 

spirit while the elected representatives have to realize necessity oLeo

operation and amicable relations for the development of whole society. 

While discussing against this backdrops, the relationship between 

elected representative and panchayat officials in the state, it is observed 

that prior to the enactment and implementation of the. Sikkim Panchayat 

Act, 1993, there was hardly any officials directly attached to the 

institution of Gram Panchayat at village level. The Gram Panchayat was 
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placed· under the administrative control of the District Development 

Officer (DDO) who was also an ex-officio District Panchayat Officer 

and his subordinates the Sub-divisional Development Officer (SDDO), 

the Panchayat Inspector who were responsible for supervision and 

guidance to panchayats. The District Development Office,rs belonged to 

central as well as state cadres and sometimes were promotes of 

departmental officers. The Inspectors and Supervisors were selected 

through open competition. Panchayats were made powerful and more 

responsible, through the enactment of new Act of 1993, in planning on 
r 

economic development and social justice. The Government has 

transferred a huge functions to the Panchayati Raj Institution at the 

Gram as well ·as Zilla Panchayat levels. Along with functional 

decentralization, the State Government has been taking several measures 

for administrative decentralization leading to new appointments and 

emergence of army of officials. Further, through the office orders issued 

by the Government they had been made accountable to . the 

developmental works done in the village. They were also answerable to 

the elected r~presentatives who constantly would supervise the activities 

of the officials. 

It was found difficult for elected leaders and panchayat officials to 

develop a conductive working relationship under the new decentralized 

administrative systems. Outwardly no problems were visible but the ego 

of the officials, who worked for several years independently in the 

district as well at the gram level, never allo,wed them to work 

comfortably under the uneducated and inexperienced local leaders. On 

the other hand, the temperament of the local leaders was very high with 

the political support that never· allowed them to compromise with the 

officers. Under such state of affairs, officials find it difficult to 

regularize the distorted records and corrupt acts of the political bosses. 

However, accountability imposed to them at both Gram and Zilla 
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Panchayat levels has remarkably improved the quality of works as the 

ipefficient and less functional officials improved and become more 

functional, energetic and co-operative to elected representatives. One 

more positive result of the administrative decentralization is the increase 

of effectiveness of government institutions through co-ordination of line 

officers of different departments working in both the levels of 

panchayats. For many officials the adjustment to the new system was 

difficult however, when majority started advocating for the new system, 

it was mandatory for them to adjust in the administrative and functional 

decentralization system. 

It is revealed from the field data that the relationships between the 

panchayat representatives and the panchayat officials are not 

complementarily to each other even though the panchayat officials are 

considered to be supportive in attitude and action. The perspective views 

of panchayat representatives regarding their relationship with the 

officials differ from person to person. The sample elected 

representatives are asked whether or not they get enough support and co

operation from the panchayat officials. Their responses have been 

presented in the table-65 below. 

Table- 65 

Support and Co-operation of the Panchayat Officials to the Elected 
Representatives. 

Gram Panchayats No. of Responses Total 
Yes No Members 

No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) 
Kabi-Tingda 4 (66.67) 2 (33.33) 6 (100.00) 

Samdur-Tadong 3 (60.00) 2 (40.00) 5 (100.00) 

Longchok-Salyangdang 3 (60.00) 2 (40.00) 5 (100.00) 

Salghari 4 (80.00) 1 (20.00) 5 (100.00) 

Total 14 (66.67) 7 (33.33) 21(100.00) 

Source: Field Work 
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It is revealed from the above table-65 that out of -21 sample 

respondents, 66.67 per cent respondents have satisfactory relationships 

with the officials as they are getting enough support and co-operation 

from them. The two panchayat representatives of Kabi-Tingda Gram 

Panchayat have further stated that local officials particularly Rural 

Development Assistant (RDA) and Village Level Worker (VL W) have 

been supportive to them. Government Officials posted at;Id working in 

close association with the Gram Panchayat representatives are the 

sources of information for them. It was further pointed out that the 

reason of being the local level posted officials more friendly, supportive 

and informative is mainly because they not only hail from the same 

village but also because they are from their own ethnic background. In 

other words, appointing of local officials by the Government for the 

development of villages with the understanding that the local officials 

would be helpful to the panchayat members has proved worth. This is 

mainly because the officials from local area know the local problems 

better and also have the interest to develop their own villages. On the 

other hand, ·there are 33.33 per cent elected representatives who 

responded negatively. They told · that the officials instead of being 

supportive try to control, dictate unnecessarily and manipulate panchayat 

representatives who are not sufficiently .educated and are not well 

informed about various government guidelines and directives. Therefore, 

feeling of discontentment is prevalent in a substantial section of 

interviewed panchayat representatives. They feel that the officials are 

corrupt and do not work for the village unless they are bribed. Some of 

the ordinary members of the Gram Panchayat have also stated that not 

only the officials but also the Sabhapati and Sachiva have their hands in 
I 

gloves with the officials as regards corruption. 

The elected representatives are also asked to express their opinion 

whether or not they have differences of opinion with the officials on 
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vanous tssues (see table-66). In reply, 61.90 per cent of the members 

have said that they do not have much differences of opinion with the 

officials. On the other hand, 33.09 per cent of the respondents stated that 

on several occasion they have to face differences of opinion with the 

officials who always feel superior to the elected representatives as they 

are higher educated and hence they think their opinions are always 

correct. Those, who have replied negatively have further informed that 

the differences of opinion arises mainly on issue like selection of site for 

implementation of schemes since all the Gram Panchayat representatives 

try to implement schemes in their own wards. Another issues of 

difference of opinion is the selection of . beneficiaries under various 

central as well as state government schemes. 

Table- 66 

Differences of Opinion Faced by the Elected Representatives with the 
Officials on Certain Issues. 

Gram Panchayats No. of Responses Total 
Yes No 

No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) 

Kabi-Tingda 3 (50.00) 03 (50.00) 06 (100.00) 

Samdur-Tadong 2 (40.00) 03 (60.00) 05 (100.00) 

Longchok-Salyangdang 2 (40.00) 03 (60.00) 05 (100.00) 

Salghari 1 (20.00) 04 (80.00) 05 (100.00) 

Total 8 (38.09) 13 (61.90) 21 (100.00) 

Source: Field Work 

The sample respondents are further asked to express their opinion 

whether or not· the officials have forced them to agree whenever the 

difference of opinion arises. The replies are presented in table-67. It is 

very interesting to note that. 85.71 per cent of the respondents have 
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replied that the panchayat officials do not force them to accept their 

opinion. Rather they try to adjust whenever such occasion of 

disagreement arises. The elected representatives are also of the opinion 

that after the enactment of the Sikkim Panchayat Act, 1993, there is no 

,question of forcing the people's representatives to accept the opinion of 

the officials in case of disagreement. The Sabhapati of Kabi-Tingda 

Gram Panchayat unit of North district have expressed his opinion 

separately that prior to granting of Constitutional status to the Gram 

Panchayat, Panchayati Raj Institution was dominated by officials and the 

panchayat representatives were treated by the officials as 'yes man'. 

After the enactment of Sikkim Panchayat Act, 1993 and government 

directives bringing all the local level government officials posted at 

Gram Panchayat and Zilla Panchayat levels under the control and 

supervision of elected representatives, slowly the attitude of panchayat 

officials are chang'ing. Now-a-days even if the occasion of disagreement 

arises, they try to adjust and come to an understanding instead of asking 

the representative to accept their views. Contrary to this 14.28 per cent 

of representatives have responded that the officials have forced them to 

accept their views in case of disagreement. This small group belongs 

mostly to the women representatives. 

Table- 67 

The Panchayat Officials Forcing to Agree on Differences of Opinion. 

No. of Responses Total Members 
Gram Panchayats Yes No 

No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) 

Kabi-Tingda 2 (33.33) 04 (066.67) 06 (100.00) 

Samdur-Tadong - (00.00) 05 (100.00) 05 (100.00) 

Longchok-Salyangdang 1 (20.00) 04 (080.00) 05 (100.00) 

Salghari - (00.00) 05 (100.00) 05 (100.00) 

Total 3 (14.28) 18-(085.71) 21 (100.00) 

Source: Field Work 
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The respondents are also asked to comment on .the frequency of 

visit paid by the government officials to their Gram Panchayat. The 

66.67 per cent of the members have stated that the frequency of visit of 

the government officials are adequate and satisfactory. Another section 

of 33.33 per cent of representatives have responded that local level 

government officials visit their Gram Panchayat regularly. They further 

appreciate the recent steps taken by the state government for 

administrative decentralization. In this context, one panchayat member 

commented that prior to administrative decentralization it was very 

difficult for the panchayat representatives to contact the local officials 

as the visits were very rare. Now the construction of Gram Panchayat 

Bhavan and setting up of Gram Prasasan Kendras have imposed and the 

improved frequency of visits paid by the local officials (line officers). 

This has eased the process of contacting them by the local people and the 

panchayat representatives for interaction with them. 

It 1s evident from the study that after administrative 

decentralization concerned local level government officials are regularly 

visiting the Gram Panchayat and the grass root level people are also 

getting ample opportunities to have frequent interaction with them. The 

sample representatives were further asked to comment on whether or not 

the regular supervision and visit by the government officials are putting 

hindrance in awakening a sense of self-confidence in the minds of the 

panchayat representatives. 

The study indicates that out of 21 sample representatives of the 

four Gram Panchayats, 76.19 per cent stated that the regular visit and 

supervision by government officials is not a hindrance or obstacle to 

their independent functioning rather it help them to perform their duties 

and responsibilities in better way. It also help them in bringing 

transparency and accountability in the whole system of Panchayati Raj 
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Institution. Against this 23.80 per cent of respondents have expressed 

their views that they do not like the regular supervision and visit by the 

government officials which is considered as a great obstacle in 

awakening a .sense of self-confidence in their minds: They are of the 

opinion th,at the officials consider them as uneducated, unaware and 

inexperience persons and doubt the abilities and capabilities. They 

further said that instead of helping them to build up their capacity and 

self-confidence, they underestimate and try to interfere even on trivial 

matters. According to this group of respondents, the official should 

change their attitude and ~raditional mindset and instead of trying to 

control them, they should try to help and guide them to build up self

confidence. 

A number of opinion expressed by the government officials who 

are directly related to Panchayati Raj Institution have also been 

collected. The expression is almost similar to all districts. The officials 

feel that they are the appointees of the government and they are required 

to work under the guidance and supervision of the government. Contrary 

to this the panchayat members try to pressurize them to carry out 

activities which may be illegal. According to them panch,ayat 

representatives are additional problem who do not realize that stiil some 

authority is vested to the officials. Officials are bound to follow rules 

and regulations of the government and are supposed to work m 

accordance to law. They have also expressed that the selection of 

beneficiaries under 'various programmes is a major area of conflict with 

the elected representatives. Moreover, the officials, in the process of 

monitoring and evaluation of activities of Gram Panchayat also come in 

direct conflict with the Sabhapati and Sachiva. Another official 

respondent feels that concentration of too much of powers with the 

Sabhapatis is the cause of problem. The panchayat representatives are 

unaware and· ill-informed about their right and duties, power and 
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jurisdiction which ever leads to under estimation their roles causmg 

conflict with the officials. Therefore, it is important to train and orient 

panchayat members in regard to the new Panchayati Raj System. Elected 

representatives feel that they are more powerful than the government 

officials by virtue of being democratically elected. On the other hand, 

the official feel that they are better educated and well versed on the 

official rules and regulations regarding the functioning of the Panchayati 

Raj Institution. Another official commented that the representatives do 

not have adequate skills and capabilities to function effectively in local 

self-government. He believes that the new system has enhanced 

corruption in the system and system of accountabilities not yet well

established. One Sub-divisional Development Officer (SDDO) has 

further observed that the new decentralization system of governance has 

led to a strained relationship between the frontline government officials 

and elected representatives. Suddenly the lower level government 

machineries and frontline officials are being held accountable to the 

local leadership resulting negative attitude, non-cooperation and non 

compliance by frontline members of the government machineries. 

A sound and healthy relationship between elected representatives 

and officials has been considered as a prerequisite for overall 

development of the society. There are number of factors influencing 

good relationship between these two sets of functionaries in Panchayati 

Raj Institutions. They are as follows: (i) understanding of each other's 

problems (ii) non-interference in each other's works (iii) mutual trust 

(iv) same scheme for development of village (v) open discussion of 

problems (vi) mutual respect for each other's suggestion. 

The sa~ple respondents are asked to rate and respond as which 

factor may influence the good relationship between panchayat 
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representatives and panchayat officials. The responses are shown below 

in table-68. 

Table- 68 

Factors Influencing the Good Relationships. 

No. of Responses Total 

Gram Panchayats Fully To some Not at all Members 
extent 

No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) No.(%) 

We understand each other's problem 11 (52.38) 08 (38.09) 02 (09.52) 21 (100.00) 

We do not interfere in each other's 
06 (28.57) 06 (28.57) 09 (42.85) 21 (100.00) 

work 
Same scheme for the development of 

18 (85.71) 03 (14.28) - (00.00) 21 (100.00) 
the village 

We trust each other 07 (33.33) 11 (52.38) 03 (14.28) 21 (100.00) 

We discuss problems openly and 
04 (19.04) 11 (52.38) 06 (28.57) 21 (100.00) 

regularly 
We take each other's advice and 

03 (14.28) 05 (23.80) 13 (61.90) 21 (100.00) 
suggestions seriously 

Source: Field Work 

From the above table-68 it is evident that 85.71 per cent 

respondents have cited 'Same schemes for the development of village' as 

one of the major reasons for good relationship. 52.38 per cent 

respondents have regarded 'understanding each other's problem' as 

another important factors responsible for the good relationship. 33.33 

per cent respondents believed that 'mutual trust' could be one of the 

importantreasons for a good relationship. However, 28.57 per cent have 

maintained that 'non-interference of each other's work' have helped to 

foster good relationship only to some extent. In fact, there members felt 

that the officials have some reservation on fully trusting the elected 

representatives. There are 19.04 per cent and 14.28 per cent respondents 

who believe open 'discussion of problems' and 'taking each other's 

advice and suggestion' respectively are responsible for influencing good 

relationship between the officials and non-officials. 
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On the whole, the study reveals that relationships between 

panchayat representatives and panchayat officials are not so strain ·as 

seen elsewhere in other states. Hence, the relationship is tension-free 

especially because of low education standard and low capabilities and 

capacity of elected representatives who have not yet been able to 

interact, control and supervise the activities of line officers. Under the 

new environment of democratic decentralization, the officials are also 

trying to adjust with elected representatives. However, latent 

dissatisfaction and differences will continue to prevail with the officials 

unless the elected representatives improve the capabilities and attain the 

standard of judging the officials in regard to their activities in a 

democratic setup. 

Backgrounds and Views of the Panchayat Officials on the 
Overall Functioning of the Panchayats. 

The background and views of the pan9hayat officials on overall 

functioning of the Panchayati Raj Institution will briefly be discussed in 

this section. As stated earlier, the objectives of self-government can not 

be achieved without the commitment from both the officials and elected 

representatives. Since the decentralization of power to the people 

through 73rd Amendment has created a significant change in the existing 

administrative set up, the newly elected panchayat representatives, in 

both the tiers, have a mandate to participate in the development process 

of their areas. The recent initiative of the State Government for the 

administrative decentralization restructuring the existing administrative 

set up both at Gram and Zilla Panchayat levels, by official notification, 

brings government machineries involved in developmental activities of 

the gram under the control of the people's representatives. It has 

significant impact on the functioning of the development functionaries 

under the changed but responsible situation. The emergence of 

empowered constitutionalised panchayats have pressurized the official 
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machineries to forget their past expenence and adjust m the changed 

situation. In this context, the researcher thought it necessary to present 

the background and views of panchayat officials in brief which may be 

helpful in understanding the working relationship between the two sets 

of functionaries. 

Background 

As mentioned m the methodology 20 panchayat officials 

consisting of District Development Officers of all the four districts, Sub

Divisional Development Officers, Panchayat Inspectors, Rural 

Development Assistants and Village Level Workers of the sample Gram 

Panchayats were interviewed. A brief socio-economic profile of these 

respondents are presented below. 

Caste/Ethnicity: Fifty five per cent of the respondents belong to 

Scheduled Tribes category followed by Other Backward Classes with 25 

per cent of respondents. The percentage of respondents belonging to the 

General Castes category is 20 per cent. There is no respondents under 

Scheduled Castes category. As regards ethnic background of the 

panchayat officials, 60 per cent of them belong to Nepali Castes and 

Nepali Tribes (Limboo and. Tamang). The Bhutias and Lepchas, the other 

two major ethnic communities, are 25 per cent and 10 per cent 

respectively. There is only one officer hailing from outside Sikkim. Thus 

the four samples represent respondents of all the major ethnic 

communities (Nepali, Lepcha, Bhutia) including one respondent from 

outside Sikkim. 

Age: In order to have an idea about the age composition of the sample 

government officials, the age group is divided into four groups viz. 20-

30 years, 31-40 years, 41-50 years, 51 years and above. The majority of 

the respondents belong to the group of 31-40 years of age with 45 per 
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cent. About 25 per cent respondents fall under 20-3 0 years of age group 

and the rest 30 per cent of the respondents fall under 41-50 years of age 

group. It is evident from the study that majority of the officials belong to 

young group below 40 years. During field study it was learnt that the 

RDAs and VL Ws were newly appointed after administrative 

decentralization against the created vacancy. 
' 

Sex and Marital Status: Absence of women respondents in the sample 

Gram Panchayat is just a co-incidence otherwise there are more than 30 

per cent women working in the offices. As regards marital status, 85 per 

cent of the interviewed officials were married and the rest 15 per cent 

were unmarried. 

Religion: Religionwise the· .respondents professing Buddhism were in 

majority with 50 per cent. They were mostly Lepcha, Bhutia and Tamang 

from Nepali Tribes. There were 45 percentage of respondent belonging 

to Hinduism from Nepali Caste groups and 5 ·per cent belonging to 

Christianity. 

Educational Status: It -is interesting to not~ that the 70 per cent of the 

sample respondents were graduates. The respondents' educational status 

upto Secondary and Senior Secondary levels were 15 per cent and 10 per 
·-

cent respectively. There was only one post-graduate respondent. If ·We 

correlate the age factor with the level of education, younger respondents 

below the age of 40 years have the dominance. This is mainly because of 

placement of newly appointed officials in the districts, sub-divisions and 

Gram Panchayats to experience in the changed situation after 

decentralization of administration and transfer of functions to the Gram 

Panchayat. 
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Views on Overall Functioning of Panchayati Raj Institutions. 

The development functionaries i.e. the panchayat officials' views 

on the overall functioning of Panchayati Raj Institutions is considered to 

be of great importance as these functionaries are directly resppnsible for 

the execution of the policy decision taken by the people's 

representatives. As mentioned earlier, the success of Panchayati Raj 

Institutions, as an institution of local self-government, to deliver the 

economic development and social justice, depend on the mutual 

understanding, mutual co-operation, and coordination between the two 

sets of functionaries. The commitment of the State Government 

regarding transfer of functions to the Panchayati Raj Institutions is note 

wo.rthy. In this section, administrative decentralization or transfer of 

development functionaries and their perceptions regarding marty aspects 

of functioning of Panchayati Raj Institution will be dealt with. 

The following are the initiatives taken by the State Government 

for administrative strengthening in the Gram as well as in the Zilla 

Panchayat levels. 

);;> Settirig up of Gram Prasashan Kendra (Gram Panchayat 

Administrative Centre) in every Gram Panchayat Unit either in the 

Gram Panchayat Ghar (GPO) or in a place rented for this purpose, 

till such period Gram Panchayat constructs its own building. 

Deployment of officials from the line departments to respective 

Gram and Zilla Panchayats. 

Placement of services of the officials, posted at Gram and Zilla 

Panchayat areas, under the supervision and control o,f the elected 

r~presentatives. 

Vesting with some discretionary powers to Sabhapati of the Gram 

Panchayat Unit and Adhakshya of the Zilla Panchayat for smooth 
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functioning and maintaining an administrative decorum m the 

Gram as well as in the Zilla levels. 

The table-69 below depicts the initiative taken by the State 

Government for restructuring of administrative infrastructure at Gram 

Panchayat Level. 

Sl. 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Table- 69 

Manpower Deployed at Gram Panchayat Level Under Various 
Departments. 

Departments Officials Deployed 

Rural Development Department Rural Development Assistant 

Education Inspector 

Forest Block Officer 

Agriculture Village Level Worker 

Animal Husbandry Stockman 

Land Revenue Village Level Official 

Industries Inspector 

Health Multi-purpose Health Workers 

Co-operatives Inspectors 

Irrigation Junior Engineer 

Source: Rural Development and Management Department, 2004. 

The above table-69 shows the recent deployment of officials of 

various departments under the Gram Panchayat level. Such deployment 

under the direct control of the Gram Panchayat has many implications. 

Keeping in view the transferred functions to the Gram Panchayat \ 

(see Appendix-!), the sample officials were asked to express their 

opmtons on the staffing pattern of Panchayati Raj Institutions 
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particularly at Gram Panchayat level because the huge functions 

transferred to panchayats would be meaningless without adequate 

functionaries. 

Table- 70 

Opinion of the Officials About the Staffing Pattern of Panchayats. 

Responses No. of Respondents Percentage 

Excess -- --
Adequate 06 030.00 

Less 12 060.00 

Do not know 02 010.00 

Total 20 100.00 

Source: Field Work 

The above table-70 indicates the diversed opinion expressed by the 

sample officials in which 60 per cent respondents said that the officials 

posted under the Gram Panchayat is less than the requirement as a huge 

functions are transferred to Gram Panchayat by the state government. 

They are also of the opinion that the Gram Panchayat can not perform 

their functions effectively with such meagre number of officials. On the 

other hand, 3 0 per cent of officials said that the staffing pattern is 

adequate in both at Gram as well as at Zilla levels. They further said that 

the recent restructuring of staff for administrative decentralization 

recommended by the Second State Finance Commission, accepted and 

implemented by the state government will certainly help the Panchayati 

Raj representatives to perform the functions effectively. A small number 

of respondents (10 per cent) replied 'do not know' as they refused to 

comment on the question. There was not a single respondent who replied 

staffing pattern is 'excess' at the Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
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The next questions asked to the sample officials were about their 

opinion as which functions should be entrusted to the elected 

representatives and which should not be. The opinion of the sample 

officers are presented below in table-71. 

Table- 71 

Opinion of the Panchayat Officials on the Functions which should be 
Entrusted to the Gram Panchayat and Functions which should not be 

Entrusted · 

Should be entrusted 
i) Collection of revenue (local 

taxes). 

Should not be entrusted 
i) Writing of Annual confidential 

Report of the line department 
officials. 

ii) Settling minor legal problems. ii) To take law and order in their 
hands and decide cases of 
criminal nature. 

iii) Control over panchayat 
officials posted under line 
departments. 

iv) Supervision of all 
departmental schemes meant 
for the village. 

v) Maintenance of village water 
supply schemes. 

vi) Co-operation among 
themselves to maintain peace 
and tranquility in the village. 

iii) Working beyond the purview of 
the Panchayat Act unless 
directed by the Government. 

iv) Collection of fine in settlement 
of disputes in the villages. 

v) Award permission to fell trees. 

The above table-71 makes it clear that the panchayat officials have 

expressed their willingness to support for the functions like collection of 

revenue from local sources, settling minor legal problems, maintenance 

of water supply, supervision of schemes meant for the villages, 

maintaining peace and harmony and control over developmental 

functionaries posted under line department to Gram Panchayat Unit. It is 

surprising to note that the sample officials expressed their views in 
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support of the functions like control and supervisiOn of the line 

department officials posted at Gram Panchayat Unit under the control of 

the elected. representatives. It is seen that the attitudes of the officials 

are changing slowly under the new environment of democratic 

decentralization effected by the enactment. of 73rd Amendment Act. On 

the other hand, the sample respondents express their views that the 

functions like awarding permission to fell trees, collection of fine on 

settlement of disputes and writing Annual Confidential Report of line 

department officers should not be entrusted to the elected leaders. In this 

context, one of the respondents expressed his opinion that the present 

panchayat members are more corrupt as compared to the panchayat 

members of the previous term. With low educational standard and .lack 

of awareness about power, functions and authorities entrusted to them,. 

the panchayat members sometime encroach beyond their jurisdiction and 

interfere in the normal functioning resulting to confrontation with 

panchayat officials. 

It is also thought essential to collect opinions of the sample 

officers on the performances of Sabhapati, Sachiva, Adhakshya and 

women representatives of Panchayati Raj Institutions. Their opinions 

have been presented in the following table-72. 

Table- 72 

Opinion on the Performance of Sabhapati and Sachiva of the Gram 
Panchayat. 

Statement No. of Respondents Percentage 

Satisfied 16 80.00 

Not satisfied 04 20.00 

Total 26 100.00 
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The above table-72 indicates that the 80 per cent of the sample 

officials have expressed their opinion that they are satisfied with the 

performance of Sabhapati and Sachiva of Gram Panchayats whereas 20 

per cent of the respondents have expressed dissatisfaction. In reply they 

have given the following reasons: 

~ They lack skill on financial management and do not maintain 

official records and books of accounts. 

They pay more attention to political activities rather than 

developmental and social activities of the village. 

They are less qualified, young and inexperienced as a result they 

can not handle effectively the huge responsibilities given to them. 

They need to be apt in decision-making and also need to build up 

their capacity duly being conversant with Acts/government 

notifications and directives~ 

Table- 73 

Opinion on the Performance of Zilla Adhakshya. 

Statement No. of Respondents Percentage 

Satisfied 16 80.00 

Not satisfied 04 20.00 

Total 26 100.00 

- I 

The above table-73 indicates the opinion expressed by the sample 

officials on the performance of Zilla Adhakshya. Out of 20 responding 

officials 16 i.e. 80 per cent have responded that they are satisfied with 

the performance of the Zilla Panchayat Adhakshya whereas 20 per cent 

sample officials have expressed their dissatisfaction. While expressing 

their dissatisfaction, the officials have given the following reasons in 

their own words: 
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Zilla Panchayat Adha~shyas have been bestowed with State 

Minister's status. He/she needs to be more authoritative duly 

following and exercising the powers bestowed upon them. 

Adhakshya should be seasoned person or qualified to maintain the 

dignity of the post. 

)- Adhakshya should be more attentive in the activities of panchayats 

rather than in politics. 

Adhakshya should be able to control the panchayats of his areas 

effectively. 

Adhakshya should be able to devote more time· in official works 

and field activities rather than attending minor social works as a 

chief guest in the village. 

While enqmnng about the performance of the women 

representatives of the Gram Panchayat, the responding sample officers 

have told that the performance and responsibilities of the women 

representatives are satisfactory. They have further reiterated that due to 

33 per cent reservation to the women, more women are entering into 

village politics with greater enthusiasm. The active involvement in the 

grass-root level politics have improved the speed and quality of service 

delivery system in the rural areas. On the other hand, about 30 per cent 

of the respondents have expressed their dissatisfaction over the 

performance of women representatives. According to them women 

representatives are not performing their assigned duties and 

responsibilities satisfactorily due to the reasons mentioned herebelow (in 

their own words): 

)- Majority of_ them are elected for the first time and have no 

previous experience in Panchayati Raj Institution activities. 
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Many of them are illiterate or semi-literate who do not understand 

the primary objectives of Panchayati Raj Institution. 

Lack of awareness or lack of knowledge about their own power 

and authorities bestowed by the Acts. 

Lack of self-confidence due to unsupportive and non-cooperative 

attitude of the male representatives. 

Though regarding performance of Panchayati Raj Institutions, the 

management of finance or source of income is of prime importance. yet it 

will not be discussed here as it is already discussed in the previous 

chapters. However, the opinion of the responding sample officers on the 

failure of the Gram Panchayat to generate its own income would be 

discussed along with the reasons for not being able to exercise the tax 

raising powers given by the Act. 

As stated earlier, the objectives of democratic decentralization can 

not be achieved in the absence of adequate fiscal autonomy to raise 

mcome from local resources. Contrary to this, Panchayati Raj 

Institutions in Sikkim are survived on 100 per cent grants receivable 

either from state government or from central governments in the form of 

centrally sponsored schemes. The generation of income from local 

resources is niL In this regard, it was thought imperative to know the 

opinion of sample officers regarding the failure of Gram Panchayats to 

raise income from local resources. The sample officials put forth the 

following reasons for Gram Panchayat not being able to raise the 

panchayat fund (presented in their own words): 

~ Panchayat members in general are not competent enough to 

maintain the accounts and other related matters of the collection 

process. 
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~ Lack of qualified manpower at the Gram Panchayat levels. 

~ The panchayats do not have the capacity to do the same at this 

_juncture. They will need some more time and training in financial 

management and accounting. 

The line departments are yet to have full faith in functioning of 

panchayats. They are yet to develop confidence. , 

Panchayats are reluctant to impose taxes due to fear of loosing 

votes. 

Absence of clear-cut guidelines or official notification regarding 

the detail procedure of tax-collection. 

Lack of political will of the ruling government as regards tax

ralsmg powers. 

Strong opposition from the villagers as they do not know as why 

tax are being collected. They take it for granted that everything is 

free for them. 

~ Income earned 1s m1mmum, therefore, they are reluctant to pay 

taxes. 

~ Due to government policy to assist BPL families. 

~ Both Panchayat leaders and officials have failed to convince the 

villagers as regards the utilization of local revenue for 

development purposes. 

The sample respondents are asked to comment on whether they 

face any difficulties while implementing the developmental schemes in 

the village. Out of 20 respondents 80 per cent replied that they do not 

face any difficulties at the time of implementing the schemes in the 

villages. On the other hand, 20 per cent respondents have replied that 

sometime they do face difficulties at the time of implementing 
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developmental schemes. In their opinion (presented in their own words) 

the following are the main difficulties encountered by them: 

~ Very often obtaining No Objection Certificate from landowners in 

areas of implementation of scheme is herculean task which leads 

to delay in execution of the scheme. 

No proper coordination between the Gram Panchayats and line 

department functionaries as a result of which the schemes can not 

be completed on time. 

Communication gap due to inadequate communication facilities 

which is again due to remoteness of the area. 

It 1s also thought important to collect the opinions of sample 

officers regarding the general operational difficulties in decentralized 

governance. Their perceptions or opinion are summarized below in table-

74. 

Table- 74 

Opinion of the Panchayat Officials on Operational Difficulties in 
Strengthening of Panchayati Raj Institutions. 

Opinions 

The criteria .of selection of BPL list by the Sabhapati contradicts 

those stated under the Panchayati Raj Institution system. 

Institutional weakness within the Panchayati Raj Institution 

system are evident in the form of various authoritative powers 

being shared with utter confusion at different tiers. 

Confusion due to lack of awareness among the panchayat 

representatives. 
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The powers to identify or select beneficiaries, under vanous 

schemes lie with the Gram Panchayat whereas the Zilla Panchayat 

sanctions the list. The actual implementers of many programmes 

are not accountable to the Gram Panchayat and Zilla Panchayat. 

There is an existence of unclear division of roles, power and 

responsibility between the two tiers of the panchayat system. As a 

result each tier is either encroaching on the functions of another 

tier or is not performing functions actually assigned to them 

effectively. 

It is generally agreed that the objectives of Panchayati Raj 

Institutions or rural local self-government can not be translated into 

reality without the mutual co-operation and commitments of both the 

representatives. 

While asking the opinion of the sample panchayat officials for the 

improvement of mutual relationship between panchayat officials and 

elected representatives the following suggestions have been received 

(presented in their own words): 

~ The elected representatives should be free ·and frank to express 

their views and suggestions. 

They should have a very good mutual understanding between the 

two. 

They should be honest and dedicated in their work and should 

work within the framework of Panchayati Raj Institutions rules 

and guidelines. 

Each of them ne.ed to know their boundaries Uurisdiction) and 

functions accordingly. 
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Both should have mutual trust and understanding. Officials should 

extend help to elected leaders in every possible ways as they have 

very little knowledge about official rules and guidelines. On the 

other hand, Panchayati Raj Institutions representatives should 

also try to functions within the framework shown by the officials. 

There should be monthly co-ordination meeting of the Gram 

Panchayats and departmental field functionaries. 

Transparency of schemes/finance should be developed between 

the two. 

There should be better understandings between the two sets of 

functionaries keeping aside self esteem and ego. 

Panchayati Raj Institution representatives being the policy makers 
I 

should also, respect the policy implementers i.e. officials. 

» Both the parties should change their egoistic attitudes. 

» There should be frequent interactions or exchange of ideas and 

suggestions between the two sets of functionaries. 
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